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April 22 is Earth Day, an event 
celebrated every 20 years to 
heighten awareness of environ- 
mental problems and to call for 
preservation of nature sites, such as 
these from Lilley Cornett Woods in 
Letcher County. 
Progrtu photo, by MIKE MORRIS 
Campus attempts to shed light 
on issues during Earth Week 
By J.S. Newton 
Managing editor 
"In the beginning God created 
the Heaven and Ike earth. And the 
earth was without form, and void; 
and darkness was upon the face of 
the deep. And the spirit of God moved 
upon thefdee of the waters. And God 
said. Let there be light; and there 
was light." 
Genesis 1:1 
Let there be light. 
The question of creation is a topic 
being debated to this day, but next 
week creation won't be talked about 
■ Professionals tell ways 
to save environment 
PageBl 
nearly as much as preservation. 
Next week the big question is 
likely to be, "How can we preserve 
the environment that we have?" 
April 22 marks the stan of a week 
of activities to inform the world about 
the dangers present in our environ- 
ment. 
Earth Day and Earth Week are 
national events being addressed in 
Kentucky. 
The university is no exception. 
A week full of events is sched- 
uled to kick off April 21 witha"Walk 
for Wildlife." 
All of the activities planned for 
Earth Week are free and open to the 
public. 
Alumni Coliseum will be the 
starting point for the Earth Day ac- 
tivities, with the campus/community 
Earth Day Celebration. 
Bands, choirs, displays, speakers 
and an abundance of information on 
the environment will be available at 
See EARTH, Page M0 
Grill installs cameras 
to prevent shoplifting 
$10,000 in goods 
stolen annually, 
director says 
By Julie Smead 
Staff writer 
Because of the installation of two 
cameras in the Grill's service area, 
certain customers may have had to 
consider a more subtle approach to the 
five-finger discount technique. 
Last Wednesday, food service per- 
sonnel installed two surveillance 
cameras in the Grill's service area in 
order to keep an eye on potential shop- 
lifters. 
According to Greg Hopkins, direc- 
tor of Food Services, university and 
Model students are stealing $10,000 
of food from the Grill each year. 
Hopkins said that the estimated amount 
of revenue lost to theft has signifi- 
cantly increased over the last two and 
a half years since the Grill underwent 
a major renovation. 
The renovation, designed to update 
the appearance of the Grill and "give 
more freedom to the customer," has 
ironically increased the instance of 
food theft 
Up until the 1987 renovation, the 
Grill was locked in a 1971 tune warp. 
"It was out-dated and depressing," 
Hopkins said. 'TheGrill'sappearance 
hadn't been changed since 1971, and 
the cash register arrangement moved 
people through the lines four times as 
slow as today." 
The former set-up required cus- 
tomers to pay for their food before- 
hand. The receipt they were given by 
the cashier was then given to the re- 
spective food-handling employee who 
then finally gave the customer then- 
order. This system made it nearly 
impossible for students to steal food. It 
also made it nearly impossible for 
students to change their minds about 
what they wanted to eat. 
Hopkins said that this was not only 
a slow process, but it made the stu- 
dents feel that they weren't trustwor- 
thy. 
"There was a tremendous sense of 
oppression," Hopkins said The old 
system didn't encourage impulse sales 
or provide a sense of freedom to the 
customer." 
The present cash register arrange- 
ment, however, has made it easy for 
shoplifters to sneak food out the side 
entrances, hand food to friends wak- 





By Julie Smead 
Staff writer 
Due to Kentucky's tess-thnn 
favorable financial situation, the 
Powell Grill has been forced to tax 
non-student purchases. 
Beginning in the fall semes- 
ter, signs were-affixed to each 
Grill cash register asking that non- 
students inform the cashier of their 
status. A 5 percent tax was then 
added to their purchase. 
Greg Hopkins, director of 
Food Services, explained that the 
5 percent tax for non-students has 
always been a law, but has been 
enforced only recenUy because of 
"the stale's tight financial times." 
The tax affects anyone who is 
not a student at the university. 
See TAX, Page A-6 
Student flees to friend's party 
after hitting parked vehicle 
By Terry Sebastian 
Assistant news editor 
James Riddle had just gotten off work Wednesday 
night and was downstairs in the basement of his Southland 
Drive home listening to music and studying when he heard 
a "big bang" outside. 
"I had the volume pretty low," said Riddle, a university 
student majoring in fire and safety engineering. "The 
music was off for about one minute.and when I didn't hear 
anything, I turned it back up. 
"We have wooden floors, and at first when I heard the 
noise, I thought my wife had fallen through the floor 
because I felt the whole house shake." 
His wife, Patty, who was asleep upstairs, also heard the 
bang. She looked out her window figuring the trash cans 
had been hit again since it was the night before the trash 
pick-up. 
"I was the one to tell him his car had been hit," she said. 
"He heard the noise, but I heard it really loud from 
upstairs." 
According to the Riddles what they saw when they 
looked into their side yard was a 1979 red Ford Mustang 
stuck into the side of the their 1972 tan Cutlass Oldsmo- 
64 // the car hadn't been there, it (the 
Mustang) would have been in 
our house. 
— Patty Riddle 
bile. 
According to the police report, the Mustang, driven by 
Stephen C. Ramsey, a 20-year-old university student from 
Monticeud, had traveled 46 feet from the street before 
striking the Riddle's vehicle. 
"If the car hadn't been there, it (the Mustang) would 
have been in our house," she said "If the car had been 
parked any closer to the house, it would have probably hit 
my car after it was hit" 
James Riddle said after the Mustang had hit their car, 
it tried to back out 
"We were out in our driveway, and after they saw that 
it wouldn't back out, they got out of the car and asked us 
not to call the police," James Riddle said. "I didn't say 
See ACCIDENT, Page M 
■■ 
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Survey allows students' input on garage 
By J.S. Newton 
Managing editor 
Within the next week, members of 
the university community will have 
an opportunity to give their input into 
the development of a proposed park- 
ing structure, according to a survey 
being drafted by the university park- 
ing appeals committee. 
The proposed structure would be 
built with $7.2 million in bonds. The 
Kentucky General Assembly approved 
the bonding of the structure this year, 
batwhether the structure can be funded 
by the university is another question. 
Bonds must be sold to fund the 
structure, and according to Appeals 
The survey asks specific 
questions about funding the 
parking garage. The entire 
survey takes two minutes to 
complete. 
Chair Dr. Hay ward MJ*Skip" Daugh- 
erty, at least some efthe funding will 
come from the pockets of university 
faculty, staff and students. 
Daugherty said at the request of 
university president Dr. Hanly Fun- 
derburk, the parking appeals commit- 
tee drafted a survey to see how much 
the university community is willing to 
fund the project. 
"It is not just a matter of getting a 
parking structure," Daugherty said 
"It is also a matter of financing it" 
Questions on the survey are short, 
and the entire survey takes approxi- 
mately two minutes to fdl out 
Aside from basic demographic in- 
formation, the survey asks specific 
questions about funding the structure. 
"Would you pay SI ,600 per aca- 
demic year for a reserved parking 
space in a parking garage on cam- 
pus?" question No. 2 of the survey 
asks. 
"I know it seems like a tot, but we 
had to put the worse case scenario in 
there," Daugherty said "We presented 
it as is." 
In no way does question No. 2 
mean that students will have to fork 
over $1,600 in the near future. It is just 
a way of determining to what extent 
the students and faculty will go to 
secure a parking space. 
Another question asks that if 
$1,600 is too much money, then how 
much would someone be willing to 
pay for a spot Some of the options 
start as tow as $ 100 and are as high as 
$1,200 per year. 
See SURVEY, Page A10 
r    . ■ 





By Terry Sebastian 
Assistant news editor 
A blue and white helicopter with 
the words "Sky Care'* on the side of 
it sat Friday on the field once be- 
longing to the field hockey team. 
Beside the helicopter, 10 shov- 
els were planted handles up in a 20- 
foot stretch of plowed dirt in the 
middle of the field. 
A maroon and while sign pro- 
claimed: "The future site of the 
Donald R. Dizney Allied Health and 
Nursing Building." 
In front of the sign, over 100 
people stood in the middle of the 
sunlit field eager to take part in the 
building's groundbreaking cere- 
mony. 
University president Dr. Hanly 
Funderburk began the ceremony but 
his words were muffled due to a vo- 
lumeless sound system and a car 
backfiring in the street 
Once Funderburk had volume. 
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Environmental issues concern 
everybody, not just radicals 
The world is a beautiful place. 
It is because of this beauty that April 22 the world 
and the campus will celebrate Earth Day. 
There are those people out there that believe the 
celebration of Earth Day is just another day for 
radical environmantalists to tell us about the doom 
of the world. 
Not so. 
Earth Day is an oppor- 
tunity to celebrate the 
beauty of the world, to 
spread awareness about the 
dangers that face the world 
and to inform the public of 
ways that they can help 
make our planet a better 
place for future generations ^^^^^^^m^^m^m 
to come. 
To some, Earth Day will pass as any other day on 
the calendar. To others, the celebrations and massive 
information dissemination will be the butt of jokes 
and ridicule. But we hope that they consider that 
every aspect of our lives — from our first gasps of 
breath as a newborn to the paper on which this is 
printed — is affected by the environment. 
And to make our lives better, we must make the 
environment better. 
Every aspect of our lives —from 
our first gasps of breath as a 
newborn to the paper on which 
this is printed — is affected by the 
environment. 
One of those ways to make the world a better   one. 
place is through mandatory recycling. The campus 
community is trying to get a program for recycling 
started, and in some places — the campus computer 
lab, for example— recycling is already being done. 
There will be a petition circulating about campus 
in the next few days that asks for a signature support- 
ing campus recycling. 
We urge students to 
sign the petition It is only 
sensible thinking that we 
should want to save the 
things around us. 
According to one fig- 
ure, a single Sunday edi- 
tion of the New York 
Times will cost the nation 
——_._ ISO acres of trees. This 
is a staggering statistic. 
With growing technologies and a increase in 
population eventually all the trees will be gone if 
there is not an effort to fully use what we have 
already. 
To prevent this from happening people must 
learn to stretch resourses to their fullest potential. In 
short-term language, this means recycling and other 
forms of conservation and preservation. In long- 
terms goals, his means a better lifestyle for every- 
To the editor: 
'Classmate' goes against true meaning of progress 
Progress: 1. A moving forward. 2. 
development 3. improvement It 
seems ambiguous, doesn't it? To give 
a newspaper the name Progress and 
then sponsor such blatant sexism as 
"Classmate of the Month?" 
The women that I know who are 
students at this university are here 
because they want to further their 
education; to break out of the mold of 
traditional careers and traditionally- 
held views of women. They expect to 
receive the same respect accorded to 
the male students on campus, and that 
respect should involve their academic 
endeavors, their career goals and their 
intelligence. 
Features like "Classmate of the 
Month" — which highlights height, 
weight, tum-ons, turn-offs and favor 
itc movies — do little to support the 
idea that women arc persons with ideas. 
goals, minds, intellect Indeed, it only 
serves to accomplish a reciprocal ef- 
fect 
Educational institutions, espe- 
cially those espousing a curriculum 
based on a "liberal education," have a 
responsibility to the students they 
serve. That responsibility includes 
establishing an atmosphere open to 
progress as defined above. A univer- 
sity that condones sponsorshipof such 
an article as representative of what the 
university stands for has failed to ful- 
fill that responsibility. 
A word to those who wish to call 
upon the right to free press, or to those 
who cry "censorship." One of the pri- 
mary rules of journalism is responsi- 
bility. If indeed this feature shows 
journalistic responsibility, then the21st 
century toward which we are heading 
will be a century in reverse. 




Student says goodbye to EKU and pet peeves 
Finally, after four very long years, 
it's "My Turn." I finally get all of this 
out of my system. Finally, I get to tell 
everyone my pet peeves about this 
college. Even though this is a great 
college and there are good things about 
it there are some things here that bug 
die !@#$& out of me and make me 
ask, "Why?" 
The first thing, and the thing that 
bugs me the most, is the bells above 
the bookstore that ring all day long. It 
is not the all day long I mind as much 
as the four times they insist on ringing 
from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. If I wanted to 
hear bells at that time of the morning, 
I'd set my alarm! Every time I drop off 
back to sleep, there they go again. 
What is the big deal here? Why must 
these things wake up students every 
single morning when they might be 
wanting to sleep? (They may actually 
have been up late studying). There is 
an AC/DC song that describes where 
these annoying bells come from. 
My second pet peeve is the safety 
van. This is a very good idea and I'm 
glad it's available to use but why must 
girls use it to go SO feet? Meanwhile, 
I'm waiting out in Alumni Coliseum 
for a half an hour or I go ahead and 
walk, risking my life because it has to 
pick up any girl that calls, no matter 
how far they're going or how many 
there are. I don't think any guys are 
going to attack a group of seven or 
more girls and get away with it Let 
that van be used for the people who 
really need it, like the one or two girls 
that have to walk late at night from 
their cars to their dorms or some simi- 
lar situation. 
Open house hours were fine with 
me until this year. There's probably 
not a person out there who hasn't slept 
till noon at least once. Then guess 
what? You have to get dressed before 
you can even go to the showers. At 
least give us a while to wake up. After 
noon there is no privacy. Even before 
that, for some very bizarre reason that 
really bugs me, we have to worry 
about maintenance or garbage men in 
the dorm. Keep all men out until noon. 
If I wanted to live in a dorm where 
guys and girls lived together all day 
long, I'd go to Martin. 
Two more things and I'll feel so 
much better. I'm sure everyone knows 
about the famous EKU prank call. 
You might have even called my 
number during one of those many that 
I've received. I pick up the phone and 
there's someone on the other end in- 
sisting they met me downtown. Last 
week "Jerry" almost had me convinced 
that I did indeed know him from 
downtown until he told me we had 
danced. I never realized that Phone 3 
had a dance floor. Fooled him. huh? 
Why must these people bother us at 2 
a.m. with such nonsense? This has 
been going on for years and will proba- 
bly never end. 
Last but not least is my personal 
pet peeve. Why must I, die poor unfor- 
tunate roommate, have to endure 
someone with a SNOOZE BUTTON 
on their alarm? It usually only goes off 
two or three times but there are some 
mornings I want to knock her on the 
head and tell her to get on up! It is no 
fun to be woke up seven or eight times 
before you actually want to get up. If 
you don't want to get up until 9 a.m.. 
then don't set the stupid alarm for 8 
a.m. and hit the snooze until 9 a.m. I 
have finally decided that these things 
are torturing devices for a roommate. 
THERE! I have finally had my say 
about this college. There are other 
things, such as the outrageous private 
room fees, the outrageous prices for 
books, my attitude about some sorori- 
ties and fraternities, but I'm sure we 
all have our pet peeves about this 
college. I now feel that I can walk out 
of this college somewhat happy. I just 
feel sorry for the rest of you who still 
have a few more years of these things 
left to endure! Good luck! 
Cheryl Nolan 
McGregor Hall 
Guidelines for letters to the editor 
The ruMmm Progress encourages iu 
reader* lo write letters to the editor on 
topics of interest to the university com- 
munity. 
Letters submitted for publication 
should by typed and double-spaced. They 
should be no longer than 250 words. The 
Progress may condense letters over 250 
words Punctuadon will be corrected only 
to clarify letters. However, content will 
not be altered 
Letters should be addraMtd to the 
new»psrx«ar«d must contaan^ author's 
' ft, 
address and telephone number. Letters 
must also include the author's signature 
Carbon copies, photocopies and letters 
with illegible signatures will not be ac- 
cepted. Unsigned letters will not be ac- 
cepted. 
The Piogiaas uses sta own judgment 
to determine if a letter is libelous or in 
poor taste and reserve* the right lo reject 
any letter. 
The Progrea* also give* reader* an 
opporturary to express mofedetsiledopin- 
ion* in a column called "Your Turn." 
These column* should be in the form 
of an editorial or essay. Those interested 
in writing a "Your Turn" column jhould 
contact the editor before submitting an 
article. Letters and column* should be 
mailed to The Eastern Progress, 117 
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky Uei- 
versiiy. Richmond, Ky. 40475. 
The deadline for submitting a letter 
for a specific iasue is noon Monday prior 
to Thursday's publication. 
Utters snd columns will be printed in 
ecccsdence with available space. 
After four years, letter is 
only way to say goodbye 
Managing editor's note - 
This column is bound lo bore the 
average reader. However, this 
column was written for only one 
reader, so I could care less how it 
is judged. 
For four long years I have 
worked as a reporter/editor on 
The Eastern Progress. 
In two weeks my job as 
managing editor will be up, and I 
am unsure of my future at the 
paper, knowing I still have a year 
left of school. I do not know 
whether I should come back and 
work here, or let go and go on 
with my life. 
My best friend and boss has 
been here at the paper as long as I, 
and she was an editor for a year 
longer. 
She graduates this semester 
and takes with her one of the best 
examples of a resume that I have 
seen in my four years at univer- 
sity. She will get a job, I am sure, 
although at times she is unsure of 
her skills. 
But she will do just fine. 
My best friend is going to get 
married next year. 
My best friend is leaving. 
I will miss my best friend. 
Sometimes I sit and think 
what it will be like without my 
best friend by my side, consoling 
me when I screw up, cheering me 
on when I am down, giving me 
high fives when I do something 
right for a change. 
I think it will be very lonely. 
I have friends on the paper, 
friends I spend more time with, 
friends that are as equally 
important to me. 
But it is not the same. I have 
known my best friend too long to 
want to let her go. 
Only she knows what the last 
four years at the university have 
been like. Only she knows how 
J.S. Newton 
Cacophony 
much work has gone into improv- 
ing the image of the paper. Only 
she knows how lonely it would be 
if I stayed. 
Only she remembers what it 
was like two and three years ago, 
when we were young editors - 
barely knowing how to size a 
photograph or measure a story in 
picas. 
Only she knows what kind of 
memories we will both have to 
part with. Only she knows how 
hard it is to meet people, develop 
sources, friends. 
Only she knows, how after 
four years, it will hurt much to 
say farewell. 
I should think in two weeks or 
so I will be very unhappy, 
selfishly unhappy. 
I should think that in two 
weeks I will be upset when I tell 
my best friend goodbye for the 
first time. 
Before it was always, "See 
you Monday, Jen. See you at the 
staff meeting Jen. Hey Jen - see 
you at Paco's after I change." 
I am not used to telling my 
best friend goodbye. 
Sure - we will say we will see 
each other over the summer. And 
we will. We are too close not to 
spend time together in the future. 
But in two weeks, when we 
say goodbye, a pan of our lives 
will be over. Four precious years 
of my life will be over. 
It is impossible to predict 
what the rest of my life will bring. 
I might end up selling carpet for 
all I know. 
But there will always be a 
bond in my heart for the time 
my best friend and I spent 
together. 
We wiB always remember 
the long nights at the office. 
We will both remember the 
conventions. 
I will always remember the 
fish tie she bought me, and she 
will always remember the time I 
accidently dropped her on her 
head. 
She will always remember 
cooking dinners for myself and 
another friend, and I will always 
remember shopping at The 
Dollar Store for things we really 
could never find a use for. 
We spent some special times 
together. 
That is why I am writing 
this column. I am writing in 
honor of my best friend, our 
friendship and the crazy 
memories we will have to tell 
our kids about when when we 
are old and gray - that is if I 
live that long. 
Dear Jen, 
Asyouonceioldme.it 
seems like time has really 
flown. It is tough to let go of 
things that mean so much to 
you. I won't let go very easily. 
Please, never forget the great 
times we had together. 
I will miss you dearly - 
friend 
And if I end up sweeping 
chimneys for a living, if I end 
up a used-car salesman, if I 
never make it to the New York 
Tunes, I will at least always 
place a great value on having 
known you. 
I place great value on being 
your friend. 
I will never forget you. 
I love you. 
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Perspective 
People poll 
By Bill Lackey 
How are you personally going to observe Earth Day? 
Dan Gambrel, junior, biology. Gerrl Blacker,junior.speechmt Shannon Johnson, fresh- 
Pinevillc: communication, Louisville: man, elementary education. New- 
port: 
1 m going to try to recycle some things   Nothing. I didn 't know it existed until 
•like cans and paper. now. I think I'll stop littering. 
;Kim Mason, junior, accounting.    Monica Burns, freshman, busi-   Paul Manning, junior, history. 
Lexington: ness, Danville: Louisville: 
I'm going to wear green like you're 
supposed to. 
I'm going to recycle cans that I And  I think I'll make sure the place I work 
along side the road. is clean so maybe when other work 
places see ours, they'll be inspired to 
do the same and soon it'll catch on. 
Grandma deserves thanks 
for teaching of 'real world' 
As I come closer to graduating 
from this university — I am ex- 
pected to graduate in December— 
there is one regret that I am 
starting to feel right now. 
My grandmother is not going 
to be around to see me accomplish 
my goal of receiving a college   • 
diploma. 
She died in February 1966. So, 
she did not even make it to see me 
graduate from high school. 
Probably just like everyone 
else at the time, she felt that I 
could make it through high school 
without any problems. But for me 
to make it through college would 
be another story altogether. 
Even though she may have 
thought I probably would not do as 
well in college, I found out that be- 
fore she died she was saving 
money over the years to help my 
mother pay for me to go to college. 
Apparently, she felt that I 
could make it through college if I 
just put more effort into my 
studies. 
I did not think of this at the 
time I was beginning my journey 
to obtain a college degree, but 
what she left me was probably the 
biggest gift she could have ever 
given. 
The reason I say this is because 
my grandmother had the chance to 
get her degree when she was a 
young woman living in Georgia. 
But due to family obligations 
and problems, she had to drop out 
of school, and she never did return 
to finish her requirements to get 
her degree. 
She may not have received her 




mother received her degree. She 
also laid down the foundation for 
me to receive the opportunity of 
trying to obtain a degree. 
My grandmother was always 
telling me that I needed lo do good 
in school so that someday I would 
have the opportunity to go to a col- 
lege. 
She kept telling me that just 
getting a high school diploma 
would not be enough to make it in 
this world anymore and that times 
would become even more difficult 
to make a living. 
As young as I was when she 
started to tell me what life was re- 
ally about, I really could not com- 
prehend the lesson she was trying 
to leach. I just did not care at that 
point in my life. 
Some years later, something 
must have happened to my person- 
ality and my heart because now I 
am really taking her message 
seriously. 
Now that I know the impor- 
tance of the message she was 
trying to leach me, it is loo late for 
me to thank her in person about 
what she was trying to do. 
I am probably not the only per- 
son who feels like this, but it seems 
like whenever someone special 
dies then we really grow to 
appreciate what that person was 
trying to da 
Even though I cannot thank 
her in person, I would still like lo 
take this opportunity to thank her 
for what she has done for me. 
Thank you grandmother for 
trying to teach about what "the 
real world" is about and telling me 
the things I needed to do to 
prepare myself for the "the real 
world." 
Thank you grandmother for 
helping my mother provide the 
opportunity for me to go lo 
college and for me to possibly 
obtain a college degree lo he lp me 
deal with the future. 
Thank you, grandmother, for 
just being there for me when I 
needed something or when I 
needed someone lo talk to. I think 
it is amazing that she had the 
patience to deal with a self- 
centered child. 
There are a lot of other things 
that I could thank her for, but it 
would take a lot more space in this 
article just to do her a little justice. 
She has just done too much for 
me lo list or, for that matter, to 
remember the little things. 
When it is time for me to 
receive my diploma, I will be very 
happy to celebrate this moment 
with my mother, father and other 
relatives. 
But it will also be a sad day 
because my grandmother will not 
be there to share in the enjoyment 
of this occasion. 
I just hope I am doing enough 
lo make her proud. 
Holloway. a senior journalism 
major from Louisville, is news 
editor. 
Could     I  q«t"  . 
Cigarette   off of you ? 
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Congratulations! 
to Columbia Scholastic Press Association 
Gold Circle Winners: 
Tom Puckett First Place, General Feature 
Jennifer Feldman First Place, Personality Profile 
Clint Riley Third Place, Sports Column 
Brent Risner Third Place, Sports News 
Charles Lister Certificate of Merit, Art Portfolio 
The Eastern Progress Certificate of Merit, Design 
Subtle coaxing of mother 
used to kidnap kid brother 
I've had a problem with this 
university's campus since I got 
here two interminable years ago. A 
problem with weekends — I've 
never stayed for an entire one. 
Now it has nothing lo do with 
the lack of things there are to do 
here on weekends, though I have 
heard that can be a problem. It's 
largely due to a person of the male 
persuasion. 
Sure he rarely uses utensils 
when he eats, misses his mouth 
when he does, can't pronounce his 
C's and R's — much less form 
complete sentences — and he does 
have some trouble making it to the 
bathroom before nature calls; but 
I've got a thing for him. 
He's my 2-year-old brother, 
Ryan Patrick, and every weekend 
without fail since my college 
career began, I've gone home to 
the big metropolis of Mount 
Sterling to spend some quality 
time with him. 
There have been weekends 
when I was tempted to stay at this 
fine institution of higher learning, 
but if I succumbed to that tempta- 
tion I ran the risk of my baby 
brother forgetting I existed and of 
losing the place in his heart that 
each of my other three siblings is 
convinced belongs to them — his 
favorite. 
But sometime during my fresh- 
man year I was made aware of an 
event that took place right here on 
campus that might just entice me 
to stick around: Little Sibs 
Weekend. 
Two fun-filled days of Ryan 
and I doing, well, siblingish things. 
I could teach him how to say poop 
and pee. It's this hang-up my 
mother has about those words 
being somehow distasteful, even 
when coming from the mouths of 
babes. f 
I personally think it's why 
It Your turn Becca Morrison 
Ryan's having trouble mastering 
the old pony. Face it. technical 
jargon for bodily refuse can't be 
easy for a person who can't say 
his C's and R's. 
But would my mother let her 
youngest traipse off to Richmond 
for a weekend with me? The 
daughter who still has her 
Christmas tree up. The daughter 
who wants to live in a lighthouse 
— provided she can come home 
on weekends. The daughter who 
didn't believe the signs reading, 
"BRIDGE FREEZES BEFORE 
ROADWAY." 
And if through some strange 
miracle she agreed to it, how 
would I transfer the little tyke 
from Mount Sterling to Telford 
Hall unscathed? I wrecked my car 
over spring break on the afore- 
mentioned bridge. 
The car, a 1976 brown Toyota 
wagon, I lucked into when my 17- 
year-old sister moved up to a 
slightly less conspicuous and 
decade newer Chevette. It was a 
hand-me-up car. 
So not only would I have lo 
convince my mother to permit her 
baby to spend a weekend with me 
in the party capitol of Kentucky, 
she would have lo provide the 
transportation. 
I mean, we're dealing with a 
paranoid woman here. I grew up 
thinking that if we left the house 
while the dryer was on, our home 
would surely burn lo the ground. 
School books couldn't be laid 
on the kitchen table for fear of 
"School germs." 
Every plastic bag that ever 
crossed our threshold was tied in a 
series of knots so as not to float up 
during the night and smother us. 
And who could forget the story of 
her childhood friend who choked 
to death on a cube of ice? This she 
told to dissuade us from taking the 
lids off our McDonald's cups. 
I thought when I finally came 
lo college I would somehow 
escape my mother's obsessive- 
compulsive tendencies. But as she 
helped me unpack all my worldly 
belongings on my first night here, 
she calmly look the plastic bag my 
now-worn comforter came in. tied 
it in a knot and buried it in the 
bottom of my waste can. 
This is the woman I had to 
persuade to allow her last-bora to 
come for the long-awaited 
weekend. 
I actually launched the maneu- 
vers last year, when I knew no 
amount of smooth talking would 
convince my mother to be parted 
from her infant-son. 
"You know Mom," I hinted 
evcr-so-subtly, "by the time Little 
Sibs Weekend rolls around next 
year. Ryan Patrick will be out of 
diapers." Or so I thought. 
"You know Mom," I forged 
on, "if Ryan sees where I live, 
maybe he won't spend the week 
searching my room asking, 
'Where's Bet-la?' ■ 
"You know Mom." this was 
the clincher, "you and Byron 
haven't had a weekend alone 
since you gave birth."   » 
I think that's what did it, I 
have big plans this weekend. 
I just had to promise if the 
weather was nice lo go nowhere 
near the roof of Telford Hall and 
to sanitize my germ-laden room. 
Morrison is a sophomore 
journalism major from Mount 
Sterling. 
Wn. the computer you need to 
succeed in the real world and a 
chance to use it there.* 
It's easy. Just try our Real world Demo on 
a Macintosh* computer to enter Apple's Real world 
Sweepstakes. 
If you're one of 14 Grand Prize winners.-you'll 
get to spend a week this summer at the organiza- 
tion of your choice listed below, where you'll see 
Macintosh computers hard at work. And when you 
get home, use your own new Macintosh SE/30 
to write your resume and follow-up letters. 
There will also be 20 First Prize winners who 
will receive Macintosh SE computers and 1,000 
Second Prize winners who will get Apple* T-shirts. 
\ou really can't lose if you come in and get your 
hands on a Macintosh today. Because once you do, 
you'll see how easy it is to use and how much one could 
do for you now 
You'll appreciate the value of a Macintosh com- 
puter after you leave campus and head out into the 
real world, too But don't take our word for it Come 
in and try a Macintosh and see for yourself And if you 
win the Grand Prize, you'll be seeing 
the real world sooner than you think. 
Enter Apple's Real VJM Sweepstakes andyoucouldwina\wekat 
one ofthese leading organizations and a Macintosh computer. 
9 
Enter April 25 - May 11 
Visit the Powell Student Center by the Jaggers Room 
on April 25th or Stop by Combs 230 
on April 26th - May 11th 
See your Campus Computer Reseller for Sweepstakes Rules and Regulations. 
OWnAfrfcCompurt Inc An* it* AprJr luitD and Maomrati a* itRWml irufcrartsdAfffcCanpum, he 
/- 
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Campus news 
Starting out on the right foot **- *" * B,LL LACKEY 
Cal lahan Mclntosh, 2, rubbed Daniel Boone's toe for good kick Monday morning with a I Ittle help 
from his mother, Anson Mclnsosh, who Is a sophomore English major. 
Legislature OKs construction, 
renovation of campus facilities 
By Ken Holloway 
News editor 
The news just keeps getting better 
for this university. 
Not only will a new nursing build- 
ing begin construction this semester, 
but the legislature and Gov. Wallace 
Wilkinson have passed a budget that 
would give the university over $30 
million from the state general fund to 
begin construction and renovation 
work on some campus buildings. 
As pan of budget, the university 
would receive $11.7 million for li- 
brary renovations; $11.5 million for 
the construction of a new law enforce- 
ment building; $4,627,00 for renova- 
tions of the Roark Building; 
$1,381,000 for fire safety provisions 
in the Gibson Building; and 
$1,440,000 for fire safety provisions 
in educational and general fund build- 
ings. 
Jim Clark, university director of 
planning and budget, said the debt 
service to retire the state general fund 
bonds are dollars that are added to the 
university's budget above normal 
operating budget. 
Clark said there was an authoriza- 
tion for a parking garage, $7.2 mil- 
lion, and for other auxiliary fire and 
safety projects, $3395,000, to be 
paid for by agency bonds. Agency 
bonds require that the university raise 
revenue to support the annual debt 
service. 
According to university president 
Dr. Hanly Fundcrburk, if the univer- 
sity cannot come up with the revenue 
to support the parking garage, then it 
is not likely that this project will gel 
off the ground any time soon. Clark 
said the same thing can be said for the 
auxiliary fire and safety projects. 
Under the fund balance projects, 
Clark said that for the year 1990-91 
the General Assembly authorized 
$500,000 for the University Building, 
and for the year 1991-92 the legisla- 
ture authorized $3,204,00 for a new 
fire science building. Revenue also 
needs to be found to support these two 
projects. 
Clark said this project is a joint 
agreement between the university and 
the private sector in Kentucky. 
"We are very pleased with the 
amount of money that has been allo- 
cated to the university and there arc 
two people who deserve a tremendous 
amount of credit for helping us re- 
ceive this money," said Fundcrburk 
rr^v^r The Kentucky 
General "Assembly 
v
    EKUlOgMaUwNUM*, 
referring to Rep. Harry Moberly, D- 
Richmond, and Sen. Bill Clouse. D- 
Richmond. 
The following is the breakdown of 
what state general fund money is going 
to be used for 
The library 
Fundcrburk said the bonds will be 
sold in the second year of the bicn- 
nium, and the university will start its 
internal planning for the library within 
the next few days. 
Fundcrburk said he does not know 
what kind of expansion the library 
will see. But he said one of the possi- 
bilities would be an addition of two 
floors to the current building. 
According to Fundcrburk. the 
storage space for reading material in 
the library is cramped. 
"Not only will this money be used 
to add additional space, but the money 
will also be used to bring the existing 
space to meet all the (safety) codes, 
and it will include the automation of 
certain parts of the library and uc it in 
with other systems in the state," Fun- 
dcrburk said. 
Law Enforcement 
Funderburk said the university has 
a joint-agreement with the state con- 
cerning the Strauon Building. 
Because the Criminal Justice 
Training Cabinet has a training divi- 
sion located in the building and its 
staff is growing, Funderburk said the 
building is becoming too cramped 
'Together with the criminal jus- 
tice training unit, we will be planning 
a new building to be located some- 
where close to the Strauon Building," 
Funderburk said. "My thinking at this 
time is that it will be a building de- 
signed somewhat like the Strauon 
Building." 
Funderburk said a representative 
from the criminal justice training area 
and from the College of Law Enforce- 
ment will work with Chad Middleton, 
university of director of physical plant 
administration, and Dr. Joe Schwen- 
deman, a part-time teacher in the uni- 
versity aviation program. 
Funderburk said he expects the 
building to be twice the size of the new 
health building that will begin con- 
struction this semester. 
Roark Building 
Fundcrburk said this building is 
probably one of the oldest on campus 
and the main thing the university wants 
to do is make improvements on the 
building. 
Some of the things that need to be 
done include bringing the building up 
to the safety codes, making improve- 
ments on the elevators, the possibility 
of adding a sprinkler system, improv- 
ing the access for the handicap and 
improving the heating and air condi- 
tioning system. 
Funderburk said some of the funds 
could possibly go toward the comple- 
tion of renovation work in the Memo- 
rial Science Building. 
He said the money that is left over 
could possibly be used to start renova- 
tion work at another building. 
Gibson Building/Fire science 
According to Funderburk, money 
allotted for this project would go 
toward correcting the codes and bring- 
ing the fire and life safety matters in 
those buildings up to par. 
Funderburk said an architect will 
determine what needs to be done in 
those buildings. He said elevators 
could be installed in one of the build- 
ings and there will be a check to see if 
the buildings have the proper en trances 
and exits for the handicap. 
E and G Fire Safety 
Funderburk said the money allot- 
ted for this category would go toward 
die renovations for bui Idings that have 
a classroom in it 
According to Funderburk, the 
projects will begin as soon as possible 
and it would take 12 to 18 months to 
initiate the construction process. The 
next step would probably be about 18 
Correction 
In die April 12 issue of die Prog- 
ress, the name of Ray Larson, Fay cue 
County commonwealth attorney, was 
misspelled in a story about the East 
Central Kentucky Academic All 
Sports Camp. 
In that same issue, the names of the 
Smoky Mountains and the Guinness 
Book of World Records were also 
misspelled. 
FOR ADVERTISING THAT REALLY 
TAKES OFF 




in case of 
summer 
emergency. 
Your pint of prevention 
now, will be the only cure 
this summer. 
Please help at home be- 
fore you go on vacation. 
Call the Red Cross Chap- 
ter near you, come to a 
donor location, and become 
a summer life saver. 










Stather"s Flower Shop 
Call 622-1872 to advertise 
Show your style 
with 
eyewear from 
DR. WILLIAM R. ISAACS 
Optometrist 
DR. C. L. DAVIS 
Optometrist 
DR .WILLIAM T. REYNOLDS 
Optometrist 
228 W. Main Richmond, Ky.      Open Mon - Sat 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Insurance Welcome All Brands of Contacts 
Medical Cards        .■.—._    ,— ^  _^ Soft & Semi-Soft 
Credit Terms 623-3358 Permalens 
Available Bifocal Contacts 
Member of Kentucky Optometric Association 
Ibu could win 




CENTER of CAMPUS 
Or thousands of other prizes—like personal 
computers, cruises, bikes and more! 
Cash in your books and play 
Roadtrip ISA 




MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 
APRIL 30 THRU MAY 4 
MAY 7 THRU 11 
9:00 AM - 4:00 PM 
-r-V 




Trina Witt, abova, a member 
of Alpha Delta PI sorority and 
an undeclared freshman from 
Jefferaonvllle, plunges head- 
first Intoatubofapplesdurlng 
Sigma Alpha Epsl ton's annual 
County Fair. Meanwhile, - 
Noelle Harp, a member of Chi 
Omega and a Junior pre- 
occupatlonal therapy major 
from Mlamlsburg, Ohio, 
winces as she participates In 
tha "Egg In Your Bear" 
competition. 
Tha SAE County Fair 
Includes carnlval-IIke 
activities and caps off with a 
series of games In which 
fraternities and sororities 
participate. Chi O won first 
place overall for sororities; Phi 
Kappa Tau won overall for 
fraternities. 
Progrtu pkota by 
JONATHAN ADAMS 
Progress receives check for academic camp ad 
Progress staff report 
The Eastern Progress was notified 
Thursday by People's Bank of Berea 
that a cashier's check in the amount of 
$260 had been issued to the paper in 
payment for an advertisement for the 
East Central Kentucky Academic All 
Sports Camp. 
A representative of (he bank 
brought the check to the Progress 
Friday. 
The camp, held on the university's 
campus Dec.9, was a one-day seminar 
designed to improve the grades and 
study skills of high school student- 
athletes so they could stay academi- 
cally eligible. 
As related in a story about the camp 
in last week's Progress, 139 area high 
school athletes attended the camp in 
the university's Powell Building in 
December. 
Several prominent Kentucky poli- 
ticians participated in the camp in- 
cluding Sixth District Congressman 
Larry Hopkins, Superintendent of 
Public Instruction John Brock and 
Attorney General Fred Cowan. 
Also present was WTVQ-TV 
Eyewitness News Anchor John Lind- 
gren. 
Several university students worked 
for the camp in the Richmond Mall. 
Jeff Taylor, General Manager 
at 
Bonanza Family Restaurant 
" The Eastern Progress has greatly 
Increased our business. The 
students look to The Progress for 
what is going on locally.  It pays to 
advertise in The Eastern Progress !" 
CALL 622-1872 TODAY FOR 










Government jobs - your area. 
Many immediate openings without 
waiting Nat or test. $17,840 - 
$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885, 
Ext. R 4904. 
Camp Winnebago boys camp in 
Maine looking tor dynamic caring 
counselor instructors. Can you 
teach and of the following- tennis, 
swimming (ALS or WSI), soccer, 
baseball, basketball, waterskiing, 
sailing, canoeing, camping skills, 
drama, radio, riflery or archery? 
Age 19+. Transportation Plaza, 
Reston.VA 22090. 
MONEY- Students make $100 
plus a dayl During your summer 
vacation, 2 to 3 weeks in July. No 
Sales. For information call: 918- 
744-8041 
Make money using your college 
smarts. For complete info. Send 
$3 to Ntekell ideas. P.O. Box 218 
Hazel Green Ky. 41332. 
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY 
READING BOOKS! $32,000/year 
income potential. Details. 602- 
838-8885 Ext. Bk 4904. 
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4x4's 
seized in drug raids for under 
$100? Call for facts today. 805- 
644-9533. Dept. 306. 
Jobs in Alaska. Hiring men- 
women. Summer/year round. 
CANNERIES, FISHING. 
LOGGING, TOURISM, 
CONSTRUCTION, up to $600 
weekly, plus free room and board. 
CALL NOW! Call refundable. 1- 
206-736-0777. Ext. 600BT 
Cruise ship jobs. HIRING Men- 
Women. Summer/Year round. 
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR 
GUIDES, RECREATION 
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus 
free travel. Caribbean, Hawaii. 
Bahamas. South Pacific, Mexico. 
CALL NOW! Call refundable. 1- 
206-736-0775, Ext. 800NK. 
Toms Pizza. NOW HIRING. 
Drivers/Inside. Proof of insurance 
and driver's license required. 
Good pay plus incentives and 
bonuses. Pick up applications at 
218 1/2 S. Porter Drive. 
Looking for a fraternity, sorority, 
or student organization that would 
like to make $500-$1000 for a one 
week on-campus marketing 
project. Must be organized and 
hardworking. Call Kevin or Bode 
at 1-800-592-2121 
Attention SUMMER WORK $8.25/ 
pay. National corp has several 
openings in local & surrounding 
areas. Work in marketing 
department AH majors may apply. 
Will train. Must be neat and 
articulate. Internships/ 
advancement possible. Accepting 
applications Wednesday April 25, 
10-2 by Powell Grid. If unable to 
attend call 276-3816/3817,9-9. 
Lite Guards Needed: $3.85 hr. 
Apply in person at Ft. Boonssboro 
State Park. Life saving certificate 
required, m/f/h Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION 
OR BIG SCREEN TV PLUS 




Money: Raise $1,400 
Cost: Zero Investment 
Campus organizations, dubs, f rats, 
sororities call OCMC: 1(800)932- 
0528 /1(800) 950-8472. ext 10. 
ISC. 
Beach Bash! May 25, 28 - 
Louisviiie-s Waterfront Park (1-64 @ 
3rd St.)-Concerts featuring Otis Day 
& Tha Knights, Zachary Richard, 
The Romantics, Nervous Melvin, 
and Rock House "formerly 
Recordto". The Miller Lite Volleyball 
tournament, Fraternity & Sorority 
Tug-o-wars, Fireworks & much 
more. Sand, Surf & Sun. For Into 
contact (502) 584-14t9. 
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS train 
and jump the same day for only $80! 
Lackeys Airport. US 25 south 6 
miles from By-Pass. Turn right on 
Menalaus Road. Sat. and Sun. 10:00 
a.m. Info (606) 873-4140 Evenings. 
LONELY? Try telephone romance 
the Christian wayl Meet people 24 
hours a day. All ages. "It's so easy." 
Cal 1-900-860-0909. Only $2.00 
first minute/$1 thereafter. 
Female roommate wanted for the 
summer. Call 624-3161. 
Bonanza-Now Hiring All Posi- 
tions, Full or part time-Must be here 
over summer and able to work any 
hours. Apply in person. Monday- 
Friday 2-4 p.m. -located on tha 
Eastern By-Pass 
Tuesday Night 
Ladies' & Import Night 
Ladies Drinks 75c 
Import Pitchers $2.60 
Come down for our 







Small Bottle Special 
3 for $1.00 
Thursday thru Saturday 
$1.50 Pitchers 
$1.00 Turkeys 
Enter Apple's Real World Sweepstakes and You 
Could Win a Week at One of These Leading 
Organizations and a Macintosh* SE/30 
ABC News Interactive 
Apple Computer Inc. 
Apple Education Research Program 
BBDO Advertising Agency 
Ben & Jerry's Homemade, Inc. 
American Express Publishing Corp. 
Claris Corporation 
Cornell University Medical College 
Exis. KPMG Peat Marwick 
National Foundation, Education Improvement 
- National Library of Medicine 
The Guthrie Theater 
Steed Hammond Paul 
U.S. Communications Corp. 
Career and Job Search Seminars 
On April 25th, Apple Computer Inc., Eastern 
Kentucky University, and Lexington Computer 
Store will be jointly sponsoring Career and Job 
Search Seminars. These seminars will be offered 
in the Jagger Room, Powell Student Center. 
These seminars will give you the basic "how 
to's" on job search techniques and demonstrate 
how a computer can enhance your search. 
You may also try the Real World demo 
and enter the sweepstakes at the same 
time.  For additional information contact 
Academic Computing (x 1986), the Career 
Development and Placement Office (x2765), or call William S. Raiaill at the 
Lexington Computer Store, (800) 432-7329. 
Seminar Schedule - April 25th 
1:00 & 3:30 pm Effective Letters and Resumes 
2:15 & 4:45 pm The Do's and Don'ts of Inteviewing 
Seminar participants will also receive a diskette with sample letters 
and resumes. 
Authorized Dealer 
Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered 
trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. Companies' 
participation in the "Real World Program" does not 
constitute endorsement of Apple products or 
c LEXINGTON om 
takwawMar* 
ZtOt RKhmond Road 
Limgtvn. ICnluc*, 4050* 
; 
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Campus news 
Taking a snooze p**™**,*, MIKE MORRIS 
Gary Hutt, a senior environmental resources major from Louisville, looked relaxed and content as he took advantage of 
time out between classes to catch a nap while basking In the sun In the Ravine Monday afternoon. 
GRILL 
Continued from Front page 
ing on the other side of the wall behind 
the soft drinks or eat their order while 
in line. 
"We knew we would have aprob- 
lcm with theft" Hopkins said about 
the new, revised Grill. "That's why 
we've decided to spend the money for 
a camera surveillance system." 
With the installation of a third 
camera mis coining Monday as well as 
a television monitor and VCR, the 
total cost of the surveillance equip- 
ment will total roughly $1,000. 
Hopkins said, "Although the surveil- 
lance system will cost about $1,000, 
we might be able to recover ten times 
that amount in what might have been 
stolen food costs." 
Hopkins said alternatives to the 
camera system were tried in the past 
"We tried using Grill employees 
dressed in plainclothes," Hopkins said, 
"but whenever there was a rush of 
customers, the employees would have 
to be called back to their regular jobs." 
"For a while, the managers cruised 
the area with cordless telephones," 
Hopkins said. "They called public 
safety whenever they spotted a shop- 
lifter, but it got to the point where 
public safety was being called over 
here all the tune." 
In the beginning of the 1989 fall 
semester, public safety performed a 
thcftcontrol analysis on the Grill. They 
concluded that the camera system 
would be the most effective method 
for reducing theft. 
Hopkins said that the profits lost 
because of shoplifting will be made up 
by way of food price increases. As of 
June 1, Grill customers can expect an 
approximate 8 percent price increase 
in menu items. 
"Not everything will increase;' 
some items will go up, some will go 
down," Hopkins said. 
The 8 percent increase is not solely 
the result of food theft. An increase in 
wages for laborers and an increase in 
cost for food and paper goods will also 
contribute. 
Ken Engle, Grill manager, said 
that since the cameras were installed 
last Wednesday he has only heard of. 
two shoplifting attempts. One attempt 
was made by a university student, the; 
other by a Model student. 
About the camera system, Engle ; 
said, "It's sad that we have to resort to 
this, but it's sadder that I'm losing as 
much money as I am." 
Grant established to help math, science teaching 
By Heather Hill 
Staff writer 
A S10.000 grant from the Council 
on Higher Education (CHE) for 
' Teachers Helping Teachers: The Fifth 
District Math/Science Alliance," has 
been set up to improve mathematics 
and science teaching at all levels across 
the region. 
Kentucky is divided into six dif- 
ferent alliances. 
In the spring of 1988, the CHE 
held a conference to promote local 





By Michael Morgan 
Slatf writer 
In 1986, Kentucky proposed the 
Experimental Program to Stimulate 
Competitive Research (EPSCoR) in 
mi e I furt to improve the scientific merit 
in Kentucky universities. 
EPSCoR is a program sponsored 
by i be National Science Foundation 
(NSF). The program helps Kentucky 
and other states receive national fund- 
ing in order to improve the quality of 
tlir research done in that state. 
States who want to participate in 
i I SCoR submit a proposal for im- 
proving science and engineering re- 
icarch in the state to the NSF. 
EPSCoR, now in its fifth and final 
war, lias a supplementary program for 
teachers called The 1990 Regional 
Universities Visiting Scholars Pro- 
gr;im. 
Ihis program enables teachers at 
regional universities with a research 
interest to work with a mentor from 
the University of Kentucky or the 
University of Louisville on a research 
project during the summer. 
UK and U of L act as "host" insti- 
tutions for all regional school profes- 
sors who participate in the visiting 
scholars program. 
The Kentucky EPSCoR's visiting 
st holars program will accept propos- 
als from any science department nor- 
mally supported by the National Sci- 
ence Foundation. 
Grant money from the program is 
us tally around $10,000 and pays their 
salary, student help, travel costs and 
supplies, according to Evans Tracy, 
director of grants and contracts. 
1 'r kosanne Lorden, assistant pro- 
fessor in the university psychology 
deportment, has participated in the 
visiting scholars program. 
"it was like a gift," she said. "My 
department could not have paid for 
this equipment for me to get started on 
research or paid me full time to do 
research," Ia>rden said. "It gave me a 
really good start on a research pro- 
gram." 
Lordcn said because she was a 
beginning professor, the program gave 
her the opportunity to learn from her 
mentor as well. 
She said one advantage of the pro- 
grain was two of her students partici- 
pated in the data collection and re- 
search, and will be co-authors of the 
publication she is currently writing. 
"One of those two students has 
pone on to graduate school in psychol- 
> it was a good experience for 
her." lujrdcn said. 
!)r s'.-wart Farrar, associate pro- 
in the university geology de- 
partment, said one disadvantage of the 
program is it only lasts one summer so 
you i.nist be working on a short-term 
prujri t. 
He said die program did give him a 
good beginning for research and sup- 
ported his work. 
According to Dr. Don Ryoti, a 
professor in mathematics and the 
grant's director, the primary intent of 
this program is to increase the com- 
munication between teachers at vari- 
ous grade levels. 
"A lOth-grade math teacher and a 
second-grade math teacher are trying 
to accomplish basically the same goals 
and to hear each other express their 
ideas helps for each grade level," Ryoti 
said. 
This is the second consecutive 
grant for the fifth district. It was the 
idea of the CHE, but all subsequent 
grants have to be proposals. 
"We have to give evidence that we 
are accomplishing our goals," Ryoti 
said. "We must submit how we've 
used the money, what we've learned 
and a list of people who attended the 
meetings." 
The money from the grant is used 
for dinner meetings. Ryoti said the 
mere fact that math and science teach- 
ers sit down for 43 minutes together 
will inevitably lead to talk about math 
and science. 
The meetings offer professional 
development, encourage more con- 
tact and cooperation between colleges, 
secondary and elementary schools and 
help transmit information about edu- 
cational and scientific resources. 
Ryoti said there has been an en- 
thusiastic local response and teachers 
at all levels in the Fifth Congressional 
District have responded. 
The university does not receive 
money from the grant, but CHE pro- 
grams work through the colleges and 
universities throughout the state. 
TAX 
Continued from Front page 
"Legally, that is the law in Ken- 
tucky," Hopkins said. "We even had 
to raise the price of the hotdogs at the 
football games by 25 cents because of 
the sales tax." 
Only the price of the hotdogs was 
raised. Since determining university 
students at football games would be 
virtually impossible, Hopkins allowed 
for trie present concession sales tax by 
making prcdic lions based on last year's 
sales. He then added that figure to a 
single item. 
The sales tax has even affected 
Hopkins directly. 
"I brought my daughters to the 
Grill one day last semester and the tax 
was added in," Hopkins said. 
While Hopkins would probably 
find it difficult to pass through the 
registers without paying the lax, many 
non-traditional students may find it 
easy. 
Darrell Huguety, Grill supervisor, 
said that most of the time cashiers 
have to ask if a person is a student or 
not 
"A large percentage (of non-stu- 
dents) get through without paying the 
tax," Huguely said. "It's hard to tell 
anymore who's a student and who's 
not" 
This lifers Specials 






707 1/2 Big Hill Ave. 
APPLY TODAY! 
Student Senate Cabinet 
applications available in Powell 
132. For more information call 1724. 
Positions Available For: 
Committee on Committees 







It took Freud 38 years to understand it 
You have one night. 
The psych exam is in 12 hours. And your id wants to party. Your ego 
wants to conk out. But your superego knows you need to stay awake 
tonight to cram. 
Fortunately, you've got \ harm It helps keep you awake and mentally 
alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So all your brainpower can focus 
on understanding the brain. 
If Freud had used Vivarin, maybe he could have understood the brain 
*"■•to0 Revive with VIVARIN: 
VIVARIN 
® 
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Campus news Stather's Flower shop 
1 dozen roses - $3.66 w/coupon 
630 Big Hill Ave. 
expires: 4/26/90 623-0198 
A real talent Progrtu pinto by MIKE MORRIS 
Michael Bennett, a freshman business major from Mount Sterling, displays his expertise in the 
art of FrUbee catching In the Ravine Monday afternoon. 
New facility opens in Corbin 
Progress staff report 
The university's ability to meet 
the educational needs of Southeastern 
Kentucky win be greatly expanded 
when a new educational facility opens 
next month in Corbin. 
The new facility will be located in 
Tri-County Square on the Cumber- 
land Gap Parkway, or Highway 25E. 
It is expected to be open for the 
university's four-week intersession 
May 14 through June 8. 
A formal dedication ceremony and 
open house will be held later this 
summer. 
"Development of this new educa- 
tional center underscores Eastern 
Kentucky University's historic com- 
mitment to Southeastern Kentucky,'' 
said university president Dr. Hanly 
Funderburk. 
"With the dramatic increases in 
enrollments in the Corbin-London- 
Williamsburg area," Funderbufk said, 
"the Kentucky Council on Higher 
Education has encouraged us to pur- 
sue the development of the Corbin 
facility which is near the center of our 
22-county service region." 
The Kentucky Council on Higher 
Education assigns an extended serv- 
ice region to each regional university. 
Each university is responsible for 
determining the higher education 
needs of its area and coordinating the 
provision of programs. 
These responsibilities include the 
development of off-campus educa- 
tional centers to meet those needs. 
"The new facility at Corbin is stra- 
tegically located within an easy drive 
of much of Southeastern Kentucky," 
Funderburk said. 
The facility — and similar facili- 
ties planned for other areas in the 
university's service region — will 
serve as a focal point for EKU activi- 
ties throughout the region," be said 
In addition to extended campus 
classes, the facility is expected to be 
the site for many of the programs and 
activities conducted by the univer- 
sity's Economic Development Cen- 
ter, Small Business Development 
Center/Somerset, University Division 
of Special Programs and other univer- 
sity credit and non-credit courses. 
The 10,048 square-foot facility 
will feature a large multi-purpose 
classroom, a computer laboratory, a 
learning resource room five class- 
rooms, two conference rooms, seven 
offices and a large reception area. 
Representatives from Center Serv- 
ices, Inc., which manages the Tri- 
County Square for Corbin Mall Asso- 
ciates and representatives from Con- 
tracting Management, Louisville, are 
modifying the facility to the univer- 
sity's specifications. 
Classes will be taught at the new 
location during the day as well as 
evenings, according to Dr. Marion 
Ogden, director of the university's 
extended program's activities. 
"Previously wehavetaughtcourses 
in Corbin only at night because others 
use the instructional sites—generally 
local school classrooms — during 
business hours," Odgen said. 
According to Ogden, the univer- 
sity taught 18 classes in Corbin and 
London during the fall semester with 
an enrollment of more than 400. This 
spring, some 600 students from the 
Tri-County area are enrolled in 35 
university extended campus classes. 
He said the center will make in- 
structional equipment and student 
services—such as advising, financial 
aid and placement—more accessible 
to these extended campus students. 
Acquisition of textbooks and other 
materials will also be more conven- 
ient 
Congratulations 
Seniors and College Graduates 
You have done it! And Britton Chevrolet- 
Oldsmobilc-Gco is here to help you purchase 
or lease your first new car byoffering you 
GMAC's College Graduate Finance Plan. 
This special financing plan will help you get 
started on building your credit while at the 
same time allowing you the opportunity to 
purchase or lease a new 1990 automobile or 
truck from Britton Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Geo 
in Berea with these special offers: 
• $600 Cart Beck When You Qualify 
• 90-Day Deferment Plan'or Other Financing Optlona Available 
• Immediate Credit for Qualified Buyeral 
• A FREE RIDE To and From Our Dealership! 
THIS IS A LIMITED-TIME OFFER. CALL OR VISIT 
BRITTON CHEVROLET-OLDSMOBILE-GEO TODAY! 
•Dttunt or tspatai opasn * not eaaaa * | 
onm tmm ttw Of of ptrch.ll   to OMtor tec cMata 
iTTON CHE\ ' • :   • 
:>5NORTf' ....■•     .   ■ .     PENM-I 
Enter Apple's Real World 
Sweepstakes and You Could Win a 
Week at One of These Leading 
Organizations and a Macintosh® 
SE/30 Computer. 
ABC News Interactive 
Apple Computer Inc. 
Apple Education Research Program 
BBDO Advertising Agency 
Ben A Jerry's Homemade, Inc. 
American Express Publishing Corp. 
Claris Corporation 
Cornell University Medical College 
Exis, KPMG Peat Marwick 
National Foundation, Education Improvement 
National Library of Medicine 
The Guthrie Theater 
Steed Hammond Paul 
U.S. Communications Corp. 
You may try the Real World Demo and enter the sweepstakes at 
Academic Computing, 230 Combs, April 23rd through May 11th. 
You may also try M^w^w   the Real World Demo and 
enter the i A sweepstakes in the Powell 
Building on April 25th outside the Jaggers room 
from 10 to 6. On      aaaaaaaV the 25th, Apple Computer 
Inc., Eastern Kentucky University, and 
Lexington Computer Store will be 
jointly   ^m m&W/t-y sP°nsorinS Career and 
Job Search "WBBB^^ Seminars.   For 
additional ^^information contact 
Academic Computing (xl986), the Career Development and 
Placement Office (x2765), or call William S. Rafaill at the 
Lexington Computer Store, (800) 432-7329. 
C LEXINGTON 
( om 
2909 RKtimond Ro«) 
UaMHt Kftuotf 40S0I 
Authorized Dealer 
Appk,theAppk»ot^«ndMacirtoihireres>u»edtradenurksof Apple Computer Inc. Companies' participauon in 
the "Real World Program" does not constitute endorsement of Apple products or services. 
CLASSIFIED AD FORM 
Say goodbye in the graduation magazine 
OFFBEAT! 
Mail Your Message To: 
The Eastern Progress 
117 Donovan Annex 
•Payment by CHECK only, PLEASE 
•Publication Date : Thursday , May 3,1990 
•Deadline: Thursday, April 26,1990 
Please print clearly. 
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Campus news 
James Riddle, a university student who had his 1972 Cutlass Oldsmoblle hit April 11, ex- 
pressed his frustration following the accident by writing a message on his windshield. 
ACCIDENT 
Continued from Front page 
anything to them. 1 was in shock." 
"I got the license plate number, 
went back into the house to give it to 
my wife so she could call the police 
and when I returned, they were walk- 
ing do wn the street." he said. "I yelled 
'Where are you all going?" and they 
started running." 
"They scratched the side of the 
neighbor's mailbox and tore up their 
front yard," Patty Riddle said. "The 
scary part about it was, there were no 
brake marks." 
Ronald Hcnslcy, an officer with 
the Richmond Police, was dispatched 
to the scene of the accident. 
Hcnslcy said there were three 
people who fled the ace idem. How- 
ever, he said after checking the li- 
cense number on the Mustang, he 
was looking for Ramsey since the 
Mustang was in his name. 
According to the police report, 
Richmond Police notified Hensley 
that the driver had fled on foot, and a 
complainant had called saying that 
three people had just walked into the 
G apartment building on Mahaffey 
Drive. 
"I went inside the building where 
there were three males standing in the 
hallway," Hensley said. "I transported 
them back to the accident and one of 
them said he would tell me where the 
person was if I wouldn't mention his 
name." 
Hensley said he went back to the 
apartment were he obtained identifi- 
cation from everybody there until he 
got the person he was looking for. 
According to the police report, 
Ramsey was arrested and charged 
with driving under the influence of 
alcohol after he blew a .18 on a 
breathalyzer. He was also charged 
with hit-and-run and criminal mis- 
chief, the police report said. 
Ramsey was charged with pos- 
session of drug paraphernalia and 
possession of marijuana after police 
found in his possession one set of 
hemostats, a medical clamp used in 
surgery; with marijuana residue on 
the tip of it and one bag containing 
marijuana residue estimated to be 
valued at $6, according to the police 
report 
Ramsey was charged with falsely 
reporting an incident when he called 
from a friend's apartment after the 
accident on Southland Drive and re- 
ported that his vehicle had been sto- 
len from First Street, according to 
the police report. 
Ramsey was taken to the Madi- 
son County Detention Center. He 
was released April 12 after a surety 
bond was posted. 
Ramsey will appear in Madison 
County District Court May 21. 
Police Beat Complied by Terry Sebastian 
Ttorollowlsig reports have been filed 
wMh the university's division of public 
safety. 
Aprlfc 
Stacy R. CBtk, 19. Sandgap, was 
arrested and charged with driving under 
the influence of alcohol and speeding. 
April 7: 
Laura GUIs, Brockton, reported the 
sounding of the fire alarm in the 800 area 
mechanical room. The Richmond Fire De 
pertinent responded and found it to be a 
false alarm. 
Norasa Robinson, Keen Johnson. 
reported the sounding of the fire alarm. 
The Richmond Fire Department responded 
and found that the alarm was activated by 
a contract worker installing wiring in the 
building. 
Raahld I. Nan*. 21. Hycuffe Drive. 
was arrested and charged with alcohol 
intoxication. 
Farhan Iqbal. 21, Mahaffey Drive. 
was arrested and charged with driving 
under the influence of alcohol and reck- 
less driving. 
AprilS: 
Dwayne D. Johaaoa. 21. Teaberry. 
was arrested and charged with driving 
under the influence of alcohol. 
Jennifer J. Klpker. 21. Clay Hall, 
was arrested and charged with disregard- 
ing a traffic control device and driving 
under the influence of alcohol. 
Art J. Deercy. 23, Brockton, was 
arrested and charged with having no op- 
erator's license and carrying a concealed 
weapon. 
Apr!* 
Gin Kfcastt, Donovan Annex, re- 
potted the theft of a computer from Room 
116 of Donovan Annex. 
Dana Hanky, Combs Hall, reported 
the theft of her wallet from her room. 
M artaa M arc am, Wallace Building, 
reported the theft of a fire extinguisher 
from the third floor. 
Angela Prewttt, Combs Hall, reported 
the theft of her wallet from her room. 
Stephen Lastir, Brockton, reported 
that an unknown juvenile had scratched 
his vehicle while it was parked in the 
Brockton Parking Lot 
April*: 
Kathy Mciatoah. Brockton, reported 
the sounding of a Are alarm inside her 
apartment The Richmond Fire Depart- 
ment responded and found that a belt had 
burned out on a furnace causing the smoke. 
ThaothyB. Cross. 20, Second Street, 
was arrested and charged with reckless 
driving, no operator's license and driving 
under the influence of alcohol. 
Melody Karris. McGregor Hall, re- 
ported the theft of severs! items of cloth- 
ing from the basement laundry room. 
April 11: 
Vlnaon L. Miller. 23, Flat woods, was 
arrested and charged with alcohol intoxi- 
cation. 
John Alan Moore*. 41. Barnes Mill, 
was arrested and charged with alcohol 
intoxication. 
Kurt W. Wetae, 20. Keene Hall, was 
arrested and charged with alcohol intoxi- 
cation. 
Tlsala Gardner, Brockton, reported 
the smell of gas. The R ichmond Fire 
Department responded and found that the 
pilot light on her kitchen stove had gone 
out causing a small amount of gas to 
escape. The pilot light was relit 
The foUowiag reports appearing in 
"Police Bear have beta resolved la 
Madkna District Court. These follow- 
up reports represent only the Judge's 
dec Won hi each case. 
Jody Scott Holland pleaded guilty to 
his Feb. 22 charge of driving under the 
influence of alcohol and was fined $41130. 
DebraKsyKlopp'sMarchlOcharge 
of alcohol intoxication was dismissed on 
the condition she donate SIS so project 
graduation by April 23. 
Kelley K. Maefe's March 10 charge 
of alcohol intoxication was dismissed on 
the condition she donate $15 to project 
graduation by April 23. 
Thomas J. Spasdlug's March 30 
charge of his license to be in possession 
was dismissed and his charge of driving 
under the influence of alcohol was dis- 
missed due to his blood alcohol level being 
less than .10. 
Model Cafeteria received an 82 on 
its routine inspection performed on March 
30. Remarks from the inspector, Tonse- 
lara Miller, included muffin pans unclean, 
spilled milk was found on bottom of milk 
cooler, mouse droppings were found be- 
hind the refrigerator and under the dish- 
washer, the floor in front of the cafeteria 
had large amounts of rust on it and many 
ants were found crawling on the floor of 
the garbage room. On the follow-up April 
5, the cafeteria scored a 98. 
Suspect 
enters plea 
of not guilty 
By Ken Holloway 
News editor 
Shannon Trusty entered a plea of 
not guilty for the alleged stabbing 
death of Donald New land, 42, a 
university office-supply supervisor, 
during an arraignment hearing at the 
Madison County Circuit Court April 
12. 
Trusty was indicted by the Madi- 
son County Grand Jury March 14. 
Trusty, 18 and a native of 
Brooksville, Fla., also entered a plea 
of not guilty for first-degree robbery 
which he was charged with by the 
Richmond City Police for being in 
possession of Newland's 1978 Monte 
Carlo. 
Trusty's trial has been set for 9 
a.m. Sept 24. 
A $100,000 cash bond was set by 
District Court Judge Julia Adams. 
Trusty has served 10 days for 
driving Newland's car, following a 
guilty plea for driving without a valid 
operator's license. 
Ernie Lewis, assistant public ad- 
vocate, filed a motion to the Madison 
County Circuit Court March 27 to 
dismiss the indictment "due to the 
failure of the Commonwealth to ac- 
cord a preliminary hearing to the de- 
fendant" 
In the motion, Lewis said Trusty 
was denied his right to a preliminary 
hearing granted him under provisions 
of the law. 
But during the arraignment at cir- 
cuitcourt. Judge James Chenault, who 
is hearing the case, denied Lewis' 
request 
Trusty was arrested at 2a.m. March 
3 by the Berea Police Department 
after being spotted for allegedly trying 
to sell a portable television set to a 
clerk at a M and W Standard Service 
Station in Berea. 
According to the Berea Police, the 
clerk at the station called for police 
when Trusty came into the station 
trying to sell the television while dis- 
playing a considerable amount of 
blood on his hands and face. 
Trusty was arrested shortly after- 
ward and is being lodged in the Madi- 







Positions available for Data Entry 
Operators, full -time 2nd and Ird shifts. 
Call for an appointment Monday 
through Friday 8 a.m.-Sp. pjn. 
(606)986-2366 
(606)986-2367 
k Appalachian    IK- 
Computer Services 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
M/F/H/V 
AnAT&T Card helps you communicate better, because you can use it to call from all kinds of places. 
Like a friend's, or a pay phone, or out on the road. You don't even need to have a phone in your name to get 
one. And every month you get an itemized bill stating where and 
when you used the card. ""^a^ 
To apply for \teAlWCard, call us at 1800 525-7955, Ext.630.      ^^xp AT&T 
Now, if only it were that easy to improve your grade ^= Lr The right choice. 
point average. ^^^ 
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Help is available for students who must take, retake exam 
By Ken Holloway 
News editor 
The results of the first University Writing Require- 
ment left are in: university students get a B. 
Eighty-seven percent, 236 out of 271, of the trans- 
fer students who look this year's lest passed. The 
remaining 13 percent, 35 out 271,must finds way of im- 
proving writing skills before retaking the exam. 
According to University Writing Requirement pol- 
icy , students who did not pass can improve their writing 
skills by participating in self-directed study, private or 
university supported tutorial assistance, or by attending 
the Writing/Reading Center located in Room 346 of the 
Wallace Building. 
And starting next year, students can take ENG106, 
recommended for those who failed the writing exam or 
who want special assistance in preparing for upcoming 
writing requirement exams. 
The course will be taught by Margaret Dean, a 
visiting instructor in the English department and direc- 
tor of the Writing/Reading Center. 
According to the policy of the University Writing 
Requirement, students who did not pass the exam must 
retake it under the following three restrictions: 
Students must first discuss and work out a remedia- 
tion plan with their adviser, who will set a date for the 
student to re-take the writing exam. 
Second, students may not enroll for more than 12 
credit hours in any semester until the writing require- 
ment is satisfied. 
Finally, students may not enroll beyond 100 credit 
hours until the writing requirement is satisfied. 
Dean said she has dealt with some students who have 
failed the writing requirement test Through working 
with these students, Dean said she feels the students are 
not failing because of spelling mistakes, sentence frag- 
ments or using the wrong subject/verb agreement, but 
because the essays are not organized well or do not 
provide enough content. 
Dean said some transfer students have the impres- 
sion from previous English classes that writing a good 
essay just means good spelling and good punctuation. 
"Those are not, by any means, the only criteria the 
graders apply," Dean said. "They are much more con- 
cerned really with 'Do you answer the question com- 
pletely?' I would say that is the primary cause for 
failing." 
As an example, Dean said students who take the 
exam may be asked to compare and contrast a situation 
or give both the positive and the negative aspects of a 
situation. 
"Sometimes students will only give the negative and 
fail to give the positive, or they do not completely answer 
the question," Dean said. "I would say, just based on my 
seat-of-the-pants evaluation, that that is the primary 
reason for failure of the students that I counsel." 
Dean said another reason for the possible failures has 
to do with the students' poor thought organization and 
lack of experience writing under pressure. 
Dean said some students do not organize themselves 
sufficiently to stay within theexam's time limit and run 
out of time before completely answering the prompt 
David Alexander, chief graduate assistant at the 
Writing/Reading Center, agreed that some students had 
trouble organizing their thoughts into a logical pattern 
that could be understood by the reader. 
Alexander, who has a bachelor's degree in English 
and is currently working on his master's degree, said 
students can picture what they want to say, but have a 
hard time putting the idea on paper. 
Dean said students who want to improve their chances 
of passing the exam can take a preliminary test at the 
Writing/Reading Center to help them become familiar 
with what is expected. 
She said students would answer a prompt similar to 
one that could be asked during the real exam. Dean said 
she would then grade the prompt by using the guides set 
up by the University Writing Requirement Committee 
and discuss with the students what they did right or 
wrong. 
"Whatever their problems are we focus on." Alexan- 
der said. "If we see potential problems that might cause 
them to struggle on the exam, we work really hard on the 
problem areas that they have and try to get them comfort 
able and instill some confidence in them so that they can 
go in and do well on the exam." 
Dean said students can probably answer the prompts 
in better detail if they keep up with current events. 
Alexander said students should not view the exam as 
a form of punishment, but as way to improve their 
writing and communication skills. 
"Students should leave this institution with the abil- 
ity to at least be able to communicate some ideas in an 
organized fashion and to communicate in essay fash- 
ion." Alexander said. "In my opinion, the students that 
get a degree from Eastern should be competent in written 
expression. 
"I feel that right now the writing requirement is 
perhaps the best vehicle we've got at present to accom- 
plish this goal." 
DIZNEY 
Continued from Front page 
he introduced Donald R. Dizaey. 
Dizney stepped out of a line of 11 
people standing behind Funderburk. 
He walked toward the podium in a 
dark grey suit and yellow and black 
tie, shook Funderburk's hand and said, 
"Thank you, Mr. President. 
Tve been pinching myself since 
you told me that the Board of Regents 
had voted to give me this undeserved 
honor by placing my name on the 
building that will be built on this site." 
The new Allied Health and Nurs- 
ing Building is named in honor of 
Dizney for his contributions to 
healthcare in the United States and to 
the university. 
Dizney lives in Orlando, Fla., 
where he is chairman and chief execu- 
tive officer of United Medical Corpo- 
ration, a chain of acute care and psy- 
chiatric hospitals. 
He is a native of Lynch, Ky., lo- 
cated in Harlan County; and a director 
of the Eastern Kentucky University 
Foundation. 
Dizney attended the university in 
the fall of 1960 through the fall of 
1961 until he transferred to Western 
Kentucky University, where he gradu- 
ated. 
In 1986. he established a scholar- 
ship fund for university students pur- 
suing degrees in allied health and 
nursing. 
The university presented Dizney 
with an honorary doctor of laws de- 
gree in 1987. 
The new Allied Health and Nurs- 
ing Building was approved by the 
1988 Kentucky General Assembly. 
and since December 1988, a special 
campaign has been raising funds to 
meet the building's cost 
The legislature stipulated that the 
university raise one-half of the first 
year's bond indebtedness, $340,000. 
from private sources. 
The campaign, made up of volun- 
teers, has raised $600,000 to date in 
pledges toward the campaign's $1 
million endowment goal. 
The new $5.4 million building will 
be adjacent to the existing Rowlett 
Building. The 50.000 square-foot 
building will include a multi-purpose 
audilorium,20 laboratories, five class- 
rooms, 52 faculty offices, four confer- 
ence rooms and five departmental 
office areas. 
A sign displayed at the ground- 
breaking ceremony showed that 31 
percent of the stale's baccalaureate 
nursing degrees are produced from 
Eastern — the highest in the state. 
Dizney said during his speech that 
he was proud to be a part of this 
production. 
"When you look at the facts, this is 
clearly evident," Dizney said. "East- 
em produces one-third of all bacca- 
laureate nursing graduates in Ken- 
tucky." 
After Dizney's speech, Funder- 
burk led the group of 11 who were 
standing behind him over to the 10 
shovels. 
Two shovels were given to Fun- 
derburk and Dizney, who both stood 
in the middle of ground tilled earlier 
by the Physical Plant 
On cue, the 12 people with shov- 
els and smiles tore into the earth and 
flipped it over while the crowd ap- 
plauded and the cameras clicked. 
"With a dedication you expect a 
good crowd, with a groundbreaking 
you never know," Funderburk said. 
"We haven't had one in a long time. 
"It is such an important building, 
it brought a lot of people out." 
Sherman-Carter-Bamhart of Lex- 
ington is the project architect Poage 
Engineers and Associates. Inc. ofLex- 
ington is the structural engineer and 
Corujleton-Morris-Thorup of Lexing- 
ton is the mechanical engineer. 
Construction began Monday.. the 
finish date is projected for April 1991. 
The last groundbreaking ceremony 
at the university was in March of 1976 
when then president Robert Martin 
and former Gov. Julian Carroll broke 




TO BUY MUSIC 
Others Take A Bus, Some Walk, All 
Head To Record Town To Save Big 
RICHMOND Herds of students have been migrating 
to Record Town in order to get big savings on 
cassettes and compact discs. Braving brutal 
weather conditions and forfeiting valuable library 
time, these kids will stop at nothing to get their 
music. Freshman Albert Einstein told reporters, "I 
knew something was wrong when I went to register 
for Basket-weaving 101 and there were no lines." 
School officials expect this phenomenon to die 
down after April 22 because that's when the 
coupons expire. Officials are confident that at that 
time students will find other activities which will 
keep them from studying. 
No coupons required for pictured titles. 
$6.99 Cassette. S1L99 Compact Disc. 
Sale Prices Good Thru 4/22/90. 
URBAN DANCE SQUAD 
■ No Kid ■ ■ Deeper Shade Ol Soul ■ ■ Fastlane ■ 









Present this coupon at 
Record Town and 
receive any cassette 
(regularly priced up to 
$9.99) for just $6.99. 
This coupon not valid 
with other offers, sale 
items excluded. Limit 3. 
Coupon expires 
4/22/90. 
ANY CD n 
Ms mW£0 Depeche Mode violator 
SIN.AD O'CONNOR 
I OO NOT WHAM WHAT I HAUNT DOT 
Flaunt*: NMMM CjMMfll It. 
T»e F.»»tror', N«» CfclfcM. T»r»« Babirt 
■   Present this 
coupon at Record 
■   Town and receive 
any compact disc 
(regularly priced 
up to $15.99) for 12"! 
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Campus news 
EARTH 
Continued from Front page 
the celebration. 
Later that night there will be music 
in the Ravine for those interested, fol- 
lowed by the movie "The Emerald 
Forest,'* a movie about the destruction 
of tropical rainforests. 
April 23 a film will be shown in 
the John Grant Crabbc Library. 'Tropi- 
cal Kingdom of Belize" will start at 6 
p.m. in Room 108. 
At 7:30 p.m. Alice Cornea, a 
member of Kentuckians for the Com- 
monwealth, will speak on solid waste 
problems in Kentucky. The forum will 
be held in Room 100 of the Moore 
Building. 
Another National Geographic film 
will kick off events for April 24. The 
library will feature "Australia's Im- 
probable Animals" in Room 108. 
Later that night, at 7:30, there will 
be a panel discussion on "Kentucky 
Politics and the Environment" in the 
Adams Room of the Powell Building. 
Earth week will wind down with 
another film in Room 108 of the li- 
brary on April 25. 
At 7 p.m. on April 25 there will be 
an Oxford-style debate on the topic 
"Does nature have rights?" The debate 
will be in the Clark Room of the 
Wallace Building. 
The week will end April 26 with an 
afternoon of acoustical entertainment 
in the Ravine. The concert will feature 
nine acts, and it will last until dusk. 
Progress photo ky BILL LACKEY 
Like father, like son ^^ 
Ken Roberts, a university alumnus, and his son, K.C. Roberts, took advantage of the spring 
weather Sunday, April 8, as they took time to play In front of Stratton Pond. 
SURVEY 
Continued from Front page 
Another option of the survey 
would be to pay increased parking 
registration fees. Options start at $20 
and are as high as $80. 
The results will be tabulated im- 
mediately as soon as all surveys are in. 
After the results are tabulated, 
Daugherty said he will hand the col- 
lected data over to Funderburk. 
Feasibility of the structure is still a 
financial question, but thus far there 
are several different options the uni- 
versity community is looking into in 
terms of construction. 
According to Daugherty, several 
lots are being discussed. The Martin 
Hall tennis courts comes up often. 
Daugherty said that if a lot were to be 
built on the existing Martin Courts, 
then the tennis courts might be moved 
to the roof of the parking structure. 
But Daugherty said nothing is 
etched in stone, and the actual con- 
struction phase of the proposal is still 
a long way off. 
Another proposal would build the 
parking garage on Lancaster Lot and 
have a walkover across the roadway. 
Another possibility would be on 
Kit Carson Drive. 
The survey will be made available 
for all faculty, staff and students 
through campus mail, off-campus 
delivery and through boxes that will 
be distributed in residence halls. 
Watch for 
the last two issues of 
The Eastern Progress 
April 26 and May 3 
Graduation tabloid in the 
May 3 issue 
AAA Rent-A-Space / 
Richmond U - Haul 




Lease from April 28 through 
August 31. Alt lees and deposits 
are included. 
400 Artz Drive   624-1445 
(Just off Boggs Lane)  ■ .>-: ;;. ■    ■ ■ ■- - ■ 
"ow at Sir Pizzal 
ALL TOU CAN EAT 
Buffet 
ONLY$3.99 
pizza, spaghetti, salad 
263 East Main St. 
Next to Super X 
Downtown 
For Fast, Free Delivery 
Call 623-2117 
Ask for Student Special 
$1.00 OFF per 
person with 
this coupon. 








FREE HOT DOGS 
7:00-9:00 
. FREE GIFT 
W/CoUDOn - Limit 1- Expires 4/21/90 
1
 NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 
I JUST FOR SHOPPING WITH US! 
I A      -WHILE SUPPLIES LAST- 
UDI0 
EKU BY-PASS 624-2727 
■WOLFF® TANNING"! 
J    3 VISITS FOR $5.00    J 
LIMIT ONE - Coupon expires 4/21/90 
■ (USE VISITS ANYTIME) ■ 
;   Wuwo 27    ; 
J EKU BY-PASS 624-2727        ■ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10th Anniversary Celebration Sale 1990 
YOU'RE INVITED - BRING YOUR FRIENDS! 
THREE DAYS ONLY - April 19, 20, and 21st 













LOOK FOR THE 
SALE STICKERS THROUGHOUT 
THE STORE AND SAVE AN 






































DOORBUSTER- 1st 10 SHOPPERS EACH MORNING GET $5.00 "Shopping Money" 






"The College Shop" 
Wc Rncrv* the Right to Limit OujMttlrs. 
ONLY ONCE 
IN 10 YEARS. 




Nam.:    ftlyif f\f\ MllNk 1 \ 
Height:  iLl!! Weight:      117 
iftthdat.: 3unc.fl.nCfl 
Birthplace:   MftrgWv^WV 
Goals:   tkrVtilUfhi 1 f_AN 














B: TT\ riP-r-W* 
Photos By: Bill Lackey  O 
Official Classmate Photographer 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Sharon Is a Junior majoring in Communication Disorders. Enjoy the summer, and be sure 
to clean all your clothes at MOTHER'S COIN LAUNDRY, -just like home". 











"THE COLLEGE SHOP" 
624-2727 
CLOTHING/SHOES/TANNING 
Comer of Finland Water 623-0021 
Promotional Considerations by: 
* Bluegrass Coca - Cola 
* Madison Flower Shop 
* Creative Arts By Sherri 
^ FIRST SECURITY 
BANK AND TRUST CO. 
of Madison County 
Member F.D.I.C. 623-2884 
467 E. By-Pass 
623-5014 
Just Like Mome 
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ByTomPuckett 
Features editor 
Laura Manges has spent an entire year of her life 
building up a massive pile of trash. 
As founder and director of the Berea Envi- 
ronmental Project, Manges deals daily with an incom- 
ing tidal wave of waste paper, plastic packaging, 
aluminum cans and various other scraps that most 
people would simply toss aside. 
Truckloads of new rubbish arrive every day at the 
collection center she and several volunteers maintain 
just outside downtown Berea, and Manges wishes she 
could get more. 
"My thing," she explained, "is just preventing that 
stuff from going into the landfill." 
Unlike most recycling centers, established by in- 
vestors looking to turn a profit, the environmental 
project that Manges and her husband created in March 
1989 is a labor of love. 
The enterprise has spentS9,000 on recyclable-ma- 
terials collection while taking in only $6,000. much of 
it in the form of private donations. But local schools 
and businesses have become regular donors, and vol- 
unteers have provided untold hours of free labor. 
"We started it as a private enterprise," Manges 
said, "but we're seeking non-profit status now, be- 
cause we really feel like the project belongs to the 
community as a whole." 
Manges likes to talk about communities; she likes 
to talk about things that involve participation and lead- 
ership. But her approach gives a unique, idealistic spin 
to the stereotypical image of a community leader. 
On Monday, she'll take a leadership role in a num- 
ber of events that precede the April 22 celebration of 
Earth Day. 
Manges will co-sponsor a program encouraging 
public poetry recitals, bird call demonstrations and 
"Testimonials for Mother Earth." Children will re- 
ceive free colored chalk, the better to illustrate their 
feelings for the Earth along the sidewalks of the town. 
"I think it will be fun." Manges said "When I get 
tired of dealing with trash, I like to do those kinds of 
things. We're getting a new sense of community by 
getting people together to celebrate the Earth." 
The events taking place in Berea next week are 
only a any sample of what promises to be an 
avalanche of en vironmental consciousness-rais- 
ing. Educational television networks will dedicate 
hours of broadcast time to Earth-Day related program- 
ming, while musk festivals and parades will be sched- 
uled in various c ities all across the country. 
Classrooms from the kindergarten to the grad 
school level will offer environmental lectures and 
films. International discussion groups of scientists and 
researchers will get together to trade notes. 
According to a 1988 magazine article by Denis 
Hayes, Earth Day 1990 will offer "an opportunity to 
build alliances that transcend boundaries — reaching 
across countries, cultures and continents; to carry the 
environmental agenda to the far comers of the planet." 
Hayes may be expecting a lot, but he has some ex- 
perience: he served as national coordinator of the first 
Earth Day in 1970. 
That celebration, hailed by activists as the largest 
organized demonstration in human history, involved 
more than 20 million people. 
The U.S. Congress was adjourned for the day and 
some 12,000 schools and colleges participated. Sev- 
eral corporate headquarters were raided by anti-pollu- 
tion groups, and demonstrators pounded cars apart 
with sledgehammers to illustrate their dissatisfaction 
EARTHDAY 
1990 
Organizers hope to bring home global 
message with a community approach 
with auto-emissions controls. 
The event gave real political momentum to envi- 
ronmental concerns. A number of targeted politicians 
were defeated in their next election campaigns, a 
tough new Clean Air Act was passed and then-Presi- 
dent Richard Nixon was moved to create the powerful 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
Twenty years later, organizers of Earth Day 1990 
are hoping it will live up to the standards of the first 
celebration. 
"Most of the fundamental problems of 1970 still 
plague us," Hayes wrote. "Moreover, we now face a 
huge array of new, complex, seemingly intractable 
ills. Greenhouse gases heat up the atmosphere. The 
ozone layer becomes thinner. Deserts expand. Rain 
forests shrink. Oil usage skyrockets." 
The agenda that Hayes and others have constructed 
for Earth Day 1990 is broad, but it is nearly matched 
in complexity by the task of coordinating the various 
programs, parades and seminars being held in count- 
less far-flung locations. 
Ken Cooke, a member of the Earth Day State 
Network staff, said organizers in Kentucky are "count- 
ing on 40,000 to 50,000 people showing up for the 
various events, unless Louisville and Lexington have 
a real blowout. In that case you could probably double 
that number." 
The state network, created as an extension of the 
Department for Environmental Protection, has as- 
sembled an impressive array of events. 
"We've got kids decorating school buses in Pike 
County with environmental scenes and slogans,"Cooke 
said. "And in Liberty, they 're kicking off with a canoe 
relay all the way down the Green River to the Ohio, to 
promote water quality." 
Cooke said the diversity of programs resulted 
more from the efforts of concerned locals like Manges 
than from the direction of the state. 
'We recruited local community groups," Cooke 
said, "like the ones in Berea and at Eastern, and then 
those groups decided what programs were appropriate 
for their own communities." 
There are disbelievers. There are those who ref- 
use to accept that environmental problems are 
a legitimate concern for contemporary civiliza- 
tion. 
The John Birch Society, a Wisconsin-based organi- 
zation has launched a public-relations campaign of its 
own. A press release package mailed by the society 
highlights the observations of researcher Gary Benoit 
"Earth Day is a campaign not to clean up the envi- 
ronment but to establish worldwide control — control 
over the environment, control over people, control 
over everything. 
...The pillars of the Establishment who seek a so- 
cialist 'New World Order' are using environmental 
'crises' as a pretext, just as they have capitalized on 
other concerns in the past." 
The society contends that horses created more pol- 
lution in the past than do automobiles today, that over- 
population is a myth created to preserve the wealth of 
a few and that many of today's environmental issues 
arise from "sweeping conclusions based on meaning- 
less bits of data." 
Earth Day, whether sponsored by power-hungry 
socialists or not, will bring the environmental- 
agenda message to millions of human beings 
around the planet 
And one of the most important gauges of the 
event's success will be how well local organizers like 
Manges and Cooke bring the message home to their 
own communities. 
"Kentucky's problems," Cooke said," are primar- 
ily in the areas of solid waste, silt and soil erosion, and 
municipal sewage. Kentucky is not necessarily the 
richest state in the union, and we have to be very careful 
how we use our resources for programs like this." 
Cooke encouraged participation in the Kentucky 
Division of Forestry's ongoing tree-planting program, 
which has been running since April 6 and will continue 
through that date next year. Forestry officials hope the 
program will place Five million new trees in the state. 
Manges said Eastern Kentucky is suffering an 
influx of garbage imported from other areas, largely 
because it's cheaper to transport garbage into the 
state's landfills than it is to bury the waste in the state 
of origin. 
"The problem is that in the cities of the Northeast, 
land for such uses has run out," Manges said. "They're 
transporting wastes to other states like Kentucky that 
still have a lot of land space available." 
"I'm of the opinion that waste ought to be taken 
care of where it's generated," Manges said. "Someone 
who's living the high life in New York should not be 
bringing their waste down to dump on people who live 
a little more simply." 
And Manges is convinced that a replay of the Earth 
Day celebration is an effective tool for bringing such 
messages home to the communities they affect 
And this time around, she says, the message is more 
critical than ever. 
'Twenty years later, we 're not in any better shape," 
Manges said. "We're probably in worse shape. Our 
land is polluted, our water is polluted and we have to 
face this. 
"What we have to do is to change the heart It's 
going to be individuals that are going to save this 
country. You just can't legislate a love for the Earth." 
Photo illustration by MIKE MORRIS 
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££ leads t0 murder plCt'" dark Wm   Campus culture By Greg Watts 
Arts editor 
Yet each man kills the thing he 
loves. 
By each let this be heard. 
Some do it with a bitter look. 
Some do it with a flattering word. 
The coward does it with a kiss. 
The brave man with a sword. 
— Oscar Wilde 
Rosalie Boca (Tracy Ullman) 
loves her husband — she'd rather see 
him in the grave than in the arms of 
another woman. 
The plot of this film sounds so 
deranged that only Hollywood could 
have come up with such a morbid 
movie — perish the thought that any 
real couple could be so misguided. 
We are talking murder, as in stone- 
cold dead. 
Enter Anthony and Francis Toto. 
They loved each other, and in 1984, 
Francis discovered Anthony in the 
arms of another woman, so she did 
what any red-blooded American 
woman would do — she tried to kill 
him. She tried five times. She failed 
five limes. 
They fell in love again. And they 
lived happily-CNcraltcr. 
The producers based this black 
comedy on her attempts to kill the 
man she loved. 
Joey Boca (Kevin Kline) is a seri- 
ous womanizer. He can't get enough 
of the opposite sex. Rosalie loves her 
man. However, she can't stand his 
taste for extra-marital affairs. 
With the help of her mother, 
Rosalie decides to give Joey a sleep- 
ing aid — two bottles worth — in his 
spaghetti dinner. 
"He should die," Momma ex- 
plains. Her thick accent makes the 
words seem all the more bizarre. 
Joan Plowright gives a funny per- 
formance as Nadja, the less than lov- 
ing mother-in-law. Her wi t and warmth 
make the events seem trivial; if mur- 
A weekly guide to «irts & entertainment 
Q
 Music 
The Symphony Orchestra will present its Spring Concerto Con- 
cert April 23 at 7:30 p.m. in Brock Auditorium. 
The concert will feature this year's concerto performance winners 
who were selected after auditioning for a panel of judges in January. 
The program includes selections from La Bohem, Romeo and 
Julliette, the David Concerto for Trombone, the Mayazumi Marimba 
Concerto and the Bruch Violin Concerto. 
The orchestra will open the concert with the Mozart Symphony 
No. 40 under the direction of John Roberts, chairman of the depart- 
ment of music. 
The performance is free and open to the public. 
Pianist Richard Crosby will appear in recital April 26 at 7:30 p.m. 
in Brock Auditorium. 
Crosby, coordinator of keyboard studies, will present works rang- 
ing from Baroque to the 20th century. 
His program will include Bach's Chaconne in D minor, Mozart's 
Rondo in D major, Maurice Ravel's Sonatine in F# minor and 10 
Variations on a Schubert Landler by Lee Hoiby. 
The concert is free and open to the public. 
Rosalie (Tracy Ullman), Joey (Kevin Kline), and Nadja (Joan Plowright) relax on the porch swing after 
Joey's hearty sleeping pill-laced spaghetti dinner. 
Movie Review 
"I Love You To Death" 
Rated R 
der can be trivialized. 
Lawrence Kasdan, the man re- 
sponsible for "The Big Chill," gets 
even chillier in this film. Hisdirection 
takes the plot from a man obsessed 
with sex, to a woman obsessed with 
murder; using a dark sense of fun as 
his blueprint. 
Kevin Kline works the audience 
with his offbeat style of subtle humor, 
but somewhere in the middle of the 
film, he loses the humor. The reason 
seems to be the direct result of 
Kasdan's intense focus on Rosalie's 
need for murder. For much of the 
second half of the film, Kline does 
nothing but mumble and gurgle. 
Tracy Ullman is going to be one of 
the tour-de-forcc actresses of the 
1990s. She makes Rosalie incredibly 
real and touching. HeY performance is 
excellent. 
The supporting cast includes Wil- 
liam Hurt and Kcanu Reeves as two 
drugged-out hippies hired to shoot 
Joey. Hurt is great as Harlon. Next to 
his performance as the drug user in 
Kasdan's'ThcBigChill," this is easily 
his second-funniest screen role. 
Reeves, known for "Bill and Ted's 
Excellent Adventure," plays Marlon. 
Most of his lines consist of "No way. 
Dude." And when you're limited to 
lines like that, the character gets old 
quickly. 
Overall, this film creates some 
serious questions about police prose- 
cution and the literally undying love 
of a man. 
Every Spring thoughts of the birds, the bees and the symphonic 
and concert bands' annual ice cream concert in the ravine come to 
the university. 
Dr. Robert Hartwell, professor of musk, said theconcert should 
give the impression of an old-fashioned Sunday gathering in the 
park. 
"The concert is usually of a lighter variety," he said. 
Hartwell said his symphonic band will be playing several 
marches, such as "The March of the S teelmen," "The Glory of the 
Yankee Navy" and "Festa." 
Mark Whitlock, instructor of music, will conduct the concert 
band. 
"We' 11 each play between four and five numbers," Whitlock said. 
If it rains, the concert will be moved into Brock Auditorium. 
Hartwell said the ice cream concert has been an annual event 
since the late 1970s. 
The ice cream concert will take place April 22 at 3 p.m. in the 
Ravine. 
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with this coupon aid one or 
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Free Ice Tea 
with Student 
I.D. 
Free Ice Tea 
with Student 
I.D. 
All Tou Can Eat 
"FAST FEAST' 
Buffet 
Every day and night 
IRtnmaifling ©tnanflsiy - TrQunawtay - Mawm. - ®[p.an. 
"WE NOW DELIVER!" 
$3.19    RICHMOND 
with this ONLY 
coupon 624-2884 
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BrcadsUcks 'Dutch Apple 
Pie Pizza • Garlic Che 
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Dr. Marion Roberts 
Optometrist ^*_ 
205 1/2 Geri Lane w 
Richmond, Kentucky 
623-6643 
"Visual Examination for Eyeglasses" 
Certifed in Contact Lenses 
► by the National Research Foundation 
m 
* Extended Wea^Sofi Daly Wear 
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HAIR AND SKIN CARE 
112 St. George 
623-3651 
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style thai you feel good 
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I i ' • onality and brings out 
your best features, it s .1 
hairstyle that's easy to 
for. he.ilthy and natural 
looking. There are ninny 
elements that go into a great 
haircut, and we take them .ill 
into account when cuttii ig and 
styling youi hair. The result is 
everything you want 
fabulous looking haircut     .1 
fabulous lookmq you! 
I Earn up to $100+ per 
month at 
Student Discounts (Valid Student I.D. Required) 
j) $3 Off Ladies       $3 Off Men's 
Cuts Cuts 
$5 Off Ladies Cut & Style 
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Museum mayhem: 
Controversial exhibit creates public curiosity, conniptions 
"STOP PORNOGRAPHY," read 
the large cardboard sign as its edges 
flapped in the stale city air. 
The sign was being carried by a 
concerned citizen in front of the Con- 
temporary Art Center in Cincinnati 
last Friday morning. 
The museum has been the subject 
of a tidal wave of controversy since 
the Robert Mapplethorpe photogra- 
phy exhibit opened over a week ago. 
According to several morally per- 
fect individuals in Cincinnati, this art 
show contains several pornographic, 
homosexual and sadomasochistic 
photos which are vulgar and morally 
wrong to be federally-funded. 
These people, along with city offi- 
cials, feel they should decide for the 
public and censor the photographs. In 
a sense, telling people they aren't in- 
telligent enough to decide for them- 
selves what is right and wrong. 
Well, last week I took a trip to 
Cincinnati to see the show before "Big 
Brother" stopped me. 
In my opinion, the Mapplethorpe 
show is not obscene or vulgar. By 
creating such a controversy around 
the pictures, people who could care 
less about photography or art are going 
to see Mapplethorpe"s work simply to 
see what all the uproar is about 
"Man, I hope this thing don't have 
any gay pictures in it," a young man 
with a group of his friends said as he 
waited in line just in front of me. 
If he truly appreciated photogra- 
phy or knew anything about Mapple- 
thorpe, he'd know Mapplethorpe was 
a homosexual and did take a lot of 
photographs concerning gays before 
he died as a result of the AIDS virus. 
Mapplethorpe went out of his way 
to try and express his sexuality in his 
work. The pictures, with the excep- 
tion of a few, are presented in good 
taste. 
Along with those pictures, how- 
ever, are many outstanding still lifes, 
portraits of stars and Mapplethorpe 
himself—including one of the strong- 
est portraits I've ever seen. The por- 
trait is of Donald Sutherland, the movie 
star, and has him staring very coldly 
into the camera. 
As a fellow photographer, at- 




Progress photos by BILL LACKEY 
Above, A crowd waits In line to 
view the controversial exhibit 
at The Contemporary Art 
Center In Cincinnati. Public 
reaction to the artist's work 
has been mixed. 





though I'm not of the same caliber as 
Mapplethorpe, I have to commend 
him on the sharpness and outstanding 
grey tones in each photo. The meticu- 
lous composition and cleanness of his 
work made him a master of the me- 
dium of photography and without a 
doubt one of the best photographers to 
ever live. 
That's what upsets me. AU this 
talk about the tasteless photos this 
man took are drowning all his other 
achievements in photography. No one 
had ever heard of Mapplethorpe be- 
fore this and now his name is on eve- 
ryone's mind. For the wrong reason. 
I only saw four or five pictures in 
the show that I thought were tasteless 
or vulgar and they were in a side room 
called the "XYZ Exhibit." 
These photos were of men per- 
forming sadomasochistic, homosex- 
ual acts. They were part of a whole 
collection of photos that were sup- 
posed to illustrate a message to the 
viewer. These were very poor photo- 
graphs and are not worth the extra 30 
minute wait once you see everything 
else in the gallery. 
One photo hanging as you first go 
in the main gallery also created a lot of 
controversy in the area of child por- 
nography. The photograph was of a 
little girt entitled "Rosie." 
The press has led people to believe 
the photo shows the little girl naked. 
In fact she has a dress on and is sitting 
on a stone bench with her legs crossed. 
The little girl is not wearing any un- 
derwear, however, but I don't think I 
would have noticed if it weren't for all 
the bad press the shot has gotten. 
It is a very pretty photo and the 
subject seemed to me to be the little 
girl's face, not her genitals as others 
think. 
Yes, people have succeeded in 
making a freak show out of pieces of 
art work. The ironic part is they may 
not get to view their creation much 
longer. Last weekend the police raided 
the show and indicted the gallery and 
its director on charges of pandering 
obscenity and illegal use of a minor in 
nudity-oriented material. 
Maybe next time they want a freak 
show they'll wait for the circus lo 
come lo town instead of an art show. 
BEAUTY ON THE GO 
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10 Things You Can Do 
To Make A Difference 
Recycle your aluminum cans 
Recycle your paper 
Drive lass 
Don't wasle water 
Re-charge your batteries 
Avoid food packed In loam 
Snip your six pack rings 
Cast tackles problem of 
bringing Trojan setting, 
characters to Gifford 
By Michael Morgan 
Staff writer 
Act 1: Scene 1. 
A piercing scream emerges 
from a battered and shackled 
woman. 
"Up from the ground — weary 
head, breaking neck," she says as 
she rises from the dust "This is no 
longer Troy, and we are not the 
lords of Troy." 
Alas this is Hecuba, portrayed 
by Patricia Johns, from the univer- 
sity theater production of Euripi- 
des' "The Trojan Women." 
According to director Jim 
Moreton, the play was written 
around400B.C. and describes what 
happened after the Greeks came 
out of the Trojan Horse. During the 
attack and after the eventual defeat 
of Troy, the Trojan men were ei- 
ther killed or fled the city while the 
women were held captive as slaves 
to the Greeks. 
Moreton said the play shows 
the pointlessness of war and how 
people suffer as a result He said 
the play also illustrates bow people 
can live through, and survive after 
a war. 
"'TheTrojan Women* isa show 
that I have liked since I was an 
undergraduate." Moreton said. "I 
like it and the statement it makes, 
and I have wanted lo do it for a 
while." 
"It's an extremely difficult 
script because it deals with people 
who have been totally destroyed 
and dehumanized. Trying to undcr- 
siand the extremity of the situation 
is really hard. That is one problem 
we have run into." 
During rehearsals Moreton di- 
rects the action, characters and 
props/The characters sit on stage 
jotting down notes during breaks, 
as he rattles off suggestions to each 
cast member. He and the cast ex- 
change suggestions to help shape 
the emotions and drama of the play. 
Johns plays Hecuba, one of the 
lead characters in the play. She 
said one of the difficulties she has 
encountered is trying to make her 
chancier believable enough lo re- 
ceive sympathy. 
"Sometimes I concentrate on 
all the things that have happened to 
her and try to think of it all happen- 
ing last night She's waking up lo 
this dawn of destruction," she said. 
"I read the script a "ot" Johns 
said. "And keep going over it lo 
keep the feeling of the whole show 
foremost in my mind. Since the 
language is so important in this 
play I work on actual line reading 
by myself and work them out until 
I tike them." 
She describes Hecuba as a sur- 
vivor. Johns said one thing she ad- 
mired was the way Hecuba still 
helped hold things together even 
though she was not the queen any 
longer. 
"I don't know if I'm the true 
gut survivor that she is," Johns 
said. 
Jenny McCuichcon portrays 
Andromache. McCutcheon said in 
the beginning, one problem she 
had was getting the feel of the char- 
acter because of the time the play 
was written. 
She said said she tries to imag- 
ine what it would be like to suffer 
and live in ruins after a war. 
"I have to imagine what it 
would be like because I have never 
seen war and death like Androma- 
che did. She is strong — probably 
a lot stronger than I am. She is kind 
of like what a women's libber is 
like today," McCutcheon said. 
"The Trojan Women," which 
is being held in Gifford Theatre of 
the Jane F. Campbell Building, 
begins April 25 and runs through 
April 28 at 8 p jn. Tickets are $4 for 
non-students and S3 for students/ 
senior citizens. For information, 
contact the box office at 1323. 
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Authors muse on myriad of subjects 
University's Fifth Annual Book Fest attracts specialists in astronomy, poetry Appalachian history 
By Julie Smead 
Staff writer 
Nex t Wednesday, studcn ts wil I get 
the chance lo enjoy free food and chat 
with accomplished writers on sub- 
jects like astronomy, architecture, 
Appalachian history and poetry. 
The Fifth Annual Book Fest will 
be held from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., April 
25 in Walnut Hall of the Keen Johnson 
Ballroom. 
Jerry Dimitron, an associate pro- 
fessor who works in the John Grant 
Crabbe Library, said the event will 
afford university students the unique 
opportunity to meet with respected 
regional authors and historians. 
Dimitron is concerned, however, 
with giving the Book Fest a "super 
intellectual image." 
"It will be a relaxed, informal 
atmosphere," Dimitron said. "Students 
can buy authors' books and have them 
signed, as well as talk to them about 
their book." 
Several of the 40 authors slated to 
appear at the Book Fest are university 
faculty members. 
Harry Brown, university English 
professor and author of two recently 
published books of poetry, said his 
books have already sold out at the 
campus bookstore. 
"The books are on back order now 
so that I'll have some copies for the 
Book Fest," Brown said. 
Brown has been publishing poetry 
in magazines and assorted journals 
since 1967. 
"A lot of my recent poetry has to 
do with the natural world used sym- 
bolically for other, larger themes," 
Brown said. "I'm interested in the 
mystery surrounding life and the 
unquanuTiable nature of reality." 
Brown is also an admirer of an- 
other Kentucky writer scheduled to 
appear at the Book Fest. 
"This fall I will be leaching a course 
on James Still," Brown said. "I like to 
call him the 'Dean of Appalachian 
Writers.'He is a poet also, but I prefer 
his short stories," Brown said. "Still is 
a Fine short fiction writer." 
Other university faculty members 
will be present at the Book Fest. 
Karl Kuhn, physics professor, has 
written a textbook tilled "Astronomy: 
A Journey Into Science" which is 
presently being utilized in university 
astronomy courses. 
Kuhn's textbook is being used in 
classrooms at 25 other American uni- 
versities including Harvard. 
Lavinia Kubiak, university inte- 
rior design professor, has written a 
book tided "Madison County Redis- 
covered: Selected Historic Architec- 
ture." 
'This is the only book I've ever 
written," Kubiak said. "I seriously 
thought of suicide while I was work- 
ing on it." 
The book is a compilation of 
photography and narration describing 
selected Madison County architecture. 
Kubiak was particularly interested in 
the evidence of Greek Revival and 
Ilalianate architecture in the area. 
"On Lancaster Street there are 
several examples of the Federal Style 
architecture," Kubiak said. 
"Many of the buildings display 
delicate proportions and details like 
the fan-like semi-circular windows 
over the doors."she said. 
Kubiak also worked closely with 
the Kentucky Heritage Council to 
decide format and the required over- 
view of architecture in general. 
Non-university regional authors 
will also be featured. 
Mrs. Samuel Vandermeerof Berea 
will be present to talk to students about 
JTX/'JLXJV 
Get your hair in shape 
before the Summer 
Sun Ruins it! 
$33.00     $7.00 
Perms- EKU 
Students 
Hair Cuts- EKU 
Students 
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624-9352   401 Gibson Lane 
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1990 Book Fest authors include: 
Kuhn 
"Astronomy: a Journey 
Into Science" 
Jones 
"The Preacher's Joke 
Book" 
vandermeer 





her non-fiction work 'Tired Country 
Smiles." 
Vandermeer and her husband were 
the instigators of a Presbyterian church 
mission station in Appalachia in 
Breathitt County, from the years 1927, 
when she married, to 1969. 
"When we arrived, the area was 
very isolated," Vandermeer said. 
'There were no roads and everyone 
rode on horseback. My husband said 
that all of the people there looked 
tired. But wc saw remarkable changes 
as time went on." 
Vandermeer explained that this 
was the only book she planned to 
write. She felt a need to write this one 
because so many people have asked 
about the story of her life. 
Loyal Jones, instructor of Appala- 
chian studies at Berea College and 
director of the Appalachian Center in 
Berea will be the featured speaker at 
the Book Fest. His talk on Appala- 
chian humor will include excerpts from 
one of his books 'The Preacher Joke 
Book." 
Jones was raised in Appalachja 
and has participated in the university 
Book Fest for several years. 
Organization of the Week 
Home Ec group motivated 
through service projects 
By Andrea Stephens 
Staff writer 
Beta Tau is the local chapter 
of Phi Upsilon Omicron, a home 
economics honorary which has 
72 collegiate chapters nationwide. 
Sara Sutton is the faculty ad- 
viser for the university's chapter, 
established in 1973. 
According to Sutton, home 
economics majors who wish to 
become a member of Phi Upsilon 
Omicron must have at least a 3.0 
grade point average, have earned 
at least 45 hours of college credit 
and "show some involvement in 
activities — to be involved in 
your profession." 
Sutton said part of the pur- 
pose of the organization is to 
"promote home economics and 
the professionalism of home 
economics." 
Pan of what the organization 
does is sponsor community-ori- 
ented activities and events that 
also relate to their chosen ca- 
reers. 
Sutton said they have pro- 
vided Halloween treats and col- 
lected Christmas toys for under- 
privileged children, as well as 
sponsored the April cross-cultural 
mixer here on campus. 
They also have sponsored 
profession work projects, such as 
a contest to design a new logo for 
the home economics depart- 
ment's brochures, Sutton said. 
She added that another pur- 
pose of an organization of this 
kind is "so that you can meet with 
people who are in the same pro- 
fession as you are." 
Mary Mobley, who will serve 
as president for the next school 
year said, "Within my college 
life, it has allowed me to meet 
other home economics majors." 
Mobley has been a member 
since 1987. 
"My freshman year I was told 
about the organization, so I made 
itkindofagoal. to keep my grade 
point average up and to do my 
best so 1 would be invited to join," 
she said. 
"I was historian last year," 
Mobley said, "and that was a 
leadership position, but not as 
much of a leadership position as 
president will be." 
Mobley, along with Sutton, 
will be attending the national 
meeting of Phi Upsilon Omicron 
in Houston this summer. Mobley 
said it would be an exciting op- 
portunity for her. 
"I think it will give me ideas 
of ways to motivate club mem- 
bers and get everyone involved in 
activities," she said. "I think it 
will also help me see how the 
organization as a whole operates 
on a broader spectrum." 
"We sold raffle tickets for 
dinner at a French restaurant in 
Lexington last time," she said. 
"One of the things we used to do 
is sell cookbooks, from the reci- 
pes that the students have col- 
lected." 
According to Mobley, esti- 
mated current membership is 
"about 20 to 25," which she said 
is lower than in recent years. 
Kick off Deity Day on Saturday, May 5 at 
the Collegiate Volleyball Tourney Cham- 
pionship in the Infield 
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Activities 
Campus clips 
Rally being attended 
A group from the Catholic Newman 
Center will attend a march in Wash- 
ington D.C. April 27-29. For more 
information contact Christie at 2813. 
Colonels have tryouts 
The university Colonels Dance Team 
will be holding tryouts ai 4:30 p.m. on 
April 29 in Weaver Dance Studio. For 
more information, contact Joni 
Stephens at 1901. 
Checks not cashed 
Personal checks will not be cashed in 
the Coates Administration and Powell ■Hidings after April 30. Check cash- 
ing will resume May 14 for currently 
enrolled students. For further infor- 
mation, contact the office of business 
affairs at 1232. 
Teen Queen sought 
Applications are now being accepted 
from the state of Kentucky for the 
Eighth Annual Miss Kentucky Teen 
U.S.A. Pageant An official prelimi- 
nary to the Miss Teen U.S.A. National 
Pageant, the contest is being spon- 
sored by Miss Universe. Applicants 
must be at least IS and no older than 
19 by July 1,1990. For more informa- 
tion, contact Connie Clark Harrison at 
(502) 527-1912. 
Triathlon sponsored 
The division of intramurals at Eastern 
Kentucky University will be hosting 
its annual triathlon at 8:45 a.m. April 
21. Several divisions will include 
men's and women's Junior Masters, 
Senior Masters and Seniors. For more 
details, contact the division of intra- 
murals at 1245. 
compiled by Sheryl Edaton 
Census distributed 
Questionnaires for the 21st decennial 
U.S. Census have been distributed to 
all campus residents. All students are 
encouraged to complete their forms as 
soon as possible and return them to the 
residence hall desk. All answers are 
confidential and will be used in allo- 
cation of federal services. For more 
information, contact Phillip Schad at 
623-3952. 
NOW holds workshop 
The Madison County area chapter of 
National Organization of Women will 
be sponsoring a workshop titled 
"Battered Women: It Happens Here 
Too," from 9 am.-noon on April 21 at 
the First Christian Church of Berea. 
For more information about this free 
workshop contact Red at 986-7986. 
Trail cleanup planned 
The Biology Club is sponsoring a 
cleanup of the walking trail at Camp 
Catalpa on April 20 from 11 p.m.- 3 
p.m. Anyone interested in helping can 
meet at Dr. Schuster's office in the 
Science Building in Room 62. Every- 
one is welcome. 
Play aspects discussed 
James Moreton, associate professor 
of speech communication and theater 
arts, and student actor Patricia Johns 
will present a humanities forum on the 
soon-to-be opened university produc- 
tion. Trojan Women, at 3:30 p.m. today 
in Pearl Buchanan Theatre. The fo- 
rum is open to anyone who is inter- 
ested. 
Faculty holds dinner 
The Spring Faculty Dinner will honor 
12 rcuring faculty members at 6:30 
p.m. on April 27 in the Keen Johnson 
Ballroom. Tickets to the dinner will 
be sold beginning April 10 until the 
evening of the dinner. For more infor- 
mation, call 2101. 
Society chartered 
A chartering ceremony for the Golden 
Key Honor Society will be held at 2 
p.m., April 22 in the Keen Johnson 
Ballroom. The national vice president 
and secretary of the society will be 
present to witness the initiation of 
new members. 
Check before taking it 
Currently enrolled students who plan 
to attend summer school at other insti- 
tutions and transfer the credit to this 
university should check to make sure 
these classes will be accepted as a part 
of their transcript upon their return. 
Students completing general educa- 
tion requirements should contact Anna 
Way at 2263 for more information, 
and students completing major course 
requirements should contact their 
department chairperson. 
Eating contest held 
ToddHall will be sponsoring a "Cool 
Hand Luke Egg Eating Contest The 
movie, which stars Paul Newman and 
George Kennedy will be shown after 
the contest The event will be held at 
9:30 p.m. on April 30 in the Todd 
Recreation Room. Prizes will be 
awared the winner. For more infor- 
mation, contact the front desk of Todd 
Hall at 1718. 
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Prog** photo * JONATHAN ADAMS 
The crowd was light, but the mood spiritual during the Sunrise Easter service held Sunday 
morning. The event was sponsored by the university campus ministries 
Ptvgnm photo hy MIKE MORRIS 
Members of Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity were just some of the participants of Inspirational 
Service held as an event during Greek Week. 
IT'S TIME TO MOVE 
and 
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Learn newswriting, editing, design, and 
even sales techniques as a member of 
The Eastern Progress staff. 
Working on the student newspaper is probably the best 
experience you can get at Eastern in many areas including 
writing, editing, design, marketing, and advertising. It's one of 
the most challenging things you can take on, but the rewards 
are worth it. Where else on campus can you get such 
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David A. Eakin, PhD 
April 20-22 
Friday, 7:30 p.m., "Two Theories of Evolution and Similarities in 
Organisms" 
Saturday, 7:30 p.m., "Genetics and Natural Selection" 
Sunday, 9:30 a.m., "Fossil Men and Human Evolution" 
Sunday, 10:30 a.m., "The Geological Record: How We Read the 
Rocks- 
Sunday, 6:00 p.m., "The Age of the Earth" 
Questions Invited After Each Session 
Free and Open to the Public 
Friday and Saturday lectures will be held in the Posey 
Auditorium of the Stratton Building (College of Law 
Enforcement) on the Eastern Kentucky University campus. 
Sunday lectures will be held at the Church of Christ, 235 North 
Second Street, Richmond, Ky. 
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Thursday, April 19,1990 Clint Riley, editor 
Clint Riley 
One on One 
Big Blue's 
watching 
"I think it's over," University of 
Kentucky head basketball coach Rick 
Pitino said at a Friday press confer- 
ence. "I don't think you'll sec the 
UKIT in the next six to seven years." 
Finally, someone at UK has the 
nerve to speak up and say the 37-year- 
old Christmas tournament, the UKIT, 
has been canceled. 
It was nine days before Pitino's 
announcement that the Progress first 
reported of the UKTT's possible de- 
mise. I say possible because everyone 
was saying the UKIT had been 
canceled except the host. 
Why such presidential-like 
security and secrecy around whether 
or not a basketball tournament is 
going to be played? 
As I have found the power of Ken- 
tucky basketball tradition goes a long 
way in a state who's roots are so deep 
in the tradition, the state's grass turns 
blue. 
By not talking about the fate of the 
UKIT when the story was first printed, 
UK probably did accomplish two 
things. First, the negative backwash 
about the cancellation by UK basket- 
ball traditionalists was kept to a 
minimum. Secondly, because of the 
lack of negative response, a peaceful 
transition was made from the Adolph 
Rupp and Joe B. Hall way to the CM. 
Newton and Rick Pitino way. 
Eddie Sutton was never able to es- 
',   cape the looming legendary shadows 
'   of Rupp and Hall. 
UK being able to come out of the 
UKIT situation with the headline in 
Saturday's Lexington Herald-Leader 
reading "UK is likely to spend 
Thanksgiving holiday in Maui next 
season," instead of "Traditional UKIT 
scrubbed" didn't hurt matters much. 
The power of UK tradition goes so 
far, the UK athletic administration has 
the Lexington sports media in its ■   pocket. The sports writers and 
',   sportscasters in Lexington have 
I   become such big UK fans they have 
;   lost sight of covering an event, win or 
;   lose, with objectivity. Such a loss of 
;  journalistic sight has given UK's 
;   athletic administration one great 
\   public relations firm. 
They have become such huge UK 
'   butt kissers. They like to have the 
!   public believe they break every big 
;   UK sports story with their miles and 
;   miles of connections. When a sports 
;   writer at one of those other Kentucky 
;   universities got a big UK story, none 
i  of the Lexington media, except Chan- 
i   nel 36, would concede it had been 
:  done. 
But the UK shadow is even bigger 
; than just control of the Lexington me- 
\  dia. 
The giant figure which UK sports 
projects in the stale even makes other 
- NCAA Division I athletic administra- 
tions anticipate and quake at the 
thought of UK's next move. 
Eastern athletic director Donald 
Combs, with a contract on the line to 
play UK. I'm sure was worried how 
UK might react toward Eastern after 
the UKIT story first appeared in the 
Progress. 
So to cover his back, Mr. Combs 
decided to hit this reporter below the 
belt and question my and my staffs 
credibility. 
Combs told the Somerset Com- 
monwealth-Journal the afternoon the 
UKIT story was published, "We've 
got a young sportswriter over here 
who got excited and went with half 
information. I'd tread very carefully 
on this story, if I were you. Don't get 
sucked in." 
What you meant Mr. Combs is: 
don't upset big brother UK. 
Yes, the likes of UK and the Uni- 
versity of Louisville do control the 
money and fate of many in college 
athletics today. 
If the press caters to UK's every 
whim, then other schools with suppos- 
edly the same chances, like Eastern, 
will remain at .500 every year and 
continue to lose money. 
If the smaller athletic administra- 
tions continue to be scared of what the 
big bullies with the money might do, 
then why continue to try to compete at 
their level? 
It is not like UK is going to give 
each member of the Lexington press a 
cut of the Final Four money or even 
give a school like Eastern a shot at the 
Final Four. 
Don't be UK puppets. Be indi- 
viduals and you'll get a lot more done 





By Tom Marshall 
Assislant sports editor 
When it comes to Ohio Valley Confer- 
ence tennis, lightning does strike twice. 
Eastern will be the site of the OVC men's 
and women's tennis tournament for the sec- 
ond year in a row, leaving men's tennis coach 
Tom Higgins smiling. 
Eastern will be the site for the women's 
event April 20-21 and the men's tournament 
April 22-23 at either the Martin Courts or the 
Greg Adams Indoor Tennis Center, depend- 
ing on the weather. 
Morehead State was scheduled to host the 
tournament at their home courts, but were 
unable to do so because of a "problem with a 
number of their courts," OVC officials said. 
"The courts suffered extensive damage," 
Morehead Athletic Director Steve Hamilton 
said. "I couldn't think of any other place to do 
it." 
Hamilton said that of the 12 outdoor courts 
at Morehead, six were left in a state of disre- 
pair by last winter's snow and ice. With only 
six courts, he said it was impossible to hold 
the tournament. 
Two years ago the same problem with 
courts forced Morehead to back outof hosting 
the conference tournament, leaving the event 
to Murray State, Hamilton said. 
The courts may be a financial burden for 
Morehead because the courts are not part of 
the athletic budget and could cost as much as 
$100,000 to repair, he said 
"We have a responsibility to host it," he 
said. 
Morehead will still be the host of the tour- 
nament, though matches will be played in 
Richmond. Morehead will handle all other 
responsibilities affiliated with hosting the 
event, he said. 
Hamilton said the tournament will cost 
Morehead about $2,500 to host, compared to 
the $600 he expects to receive from the OVC 
to put on the event The OVC's $600 would 
go for balls and other supplies, to pay officials 
and to supply meals for coaches. 
Sports briefs 
Progms photo by   JONATHAN ADAMS 
The Colonels' freshman tailback Leon Brown attempts to break free of a tackier 
during a spring football scrimmage at Hangar Field Friday afternoon. 
Defense dismays Kidd, 
spring workouts ending 
Progress staff report 
Just when the boys of summer are getting 
started and all seems to be right with nature, 
the men of the gridiron appear to blind-side 
your dreams, making you realize it's 30 de- 
grees outside. Football is back. 
For 20 days in spring, college football 
players take to the field once again to fine- 
tune their skills and tone their bodies while 
the coaches get a glimpse of next season's 
squad. 
Friday, on a field colored a dull yellow 
after being beaten by the winter elements, the 
Colonels football team clashed heads with 
each other, preparing for the traditional end- 
of-thc spring practice season— the Maroon- 
White game. This Saturday will present the 
annual spring scrimmage. 
But with a week before the final game. 
Eastern head football coach Roy Kidd was 
not pleased with his team's performance, es- 
pecially the defense, in Friday's intra-squad 
matchup. 
"I thought offensively we were inconsis- 
tent Defensively, I thought our tackling was 
very poor." Kidd said. 
"Our kids are talking about winning the 
championship. Well, we better get a helluva 
lot better on defense," he said. 
Offensively, the Colonels looked sound. 
Starting quarterback Lorenzo Fields threw 
three touchdown passes, while tailback 
Mark us Thomas and Rick Bulkhead ran 
rough-shot over defenders. 
The Maroon-White scrimmage will be 
held Saturday at 7 p.m. in Hanger Field 
Injured Lester 
working back 
into top form 
By dint Riley 
Sports editor 
Tun Lester, who was picked before last 
season as the top running back in NCAA Divi- 
sion I-AA football before he suffered a season- 
ending knee injury, is-one short stride away 
from being in peak form again. 
Although Lester is not participating in 
contact drills during spring practice, the sopho- 
more from Miami is run- 
ning up to four miles 
during practice with head 
trainer Dr. Bobby Barton 
as well as taking part in 
non-contact drills. 
"He looks like to me 
he could play right now," 
Eastern head football coach Roy Kidd said. 
"Just watching him run and cut out here in ball 
handling drills makes my day." 
But before Lester could avoid ladders with 
slashing cutbacks, he first had to learn how to 
walk without throbbing pain. 
It was Sept 14 of last year when Lester 
underwent the knife of a Central Baptist Hospi- 
tal surgeon to repair cartilage and ligament 
tears in his right knee. 
Despite being back to about 90 percent of 
where he was before surgery, according to 
Lester and Barton the time right after the opera- 
lion made Lester's recovery even more of a 
challenge. 
Tim had a physiological down period his 
first 10 days after surgery. I worried he might 
not even be average." Barton said. 
"Basically, it was a mental thing and once 
I got over the mental thing I was fine," Lester 
said 
Once Lester made the decision he was 
going to be as good as he was before the injury, 
he hit the weights and the track with the help of 
his girlfriend, 1988 Olympic hurdler Jackie 
Humphrey. 
"She pushes me a lot I think that has a lot 
to do with it," Lester said "There was always 
someone there to push me." 
With support from people like Humphrey 
and Barton, Lester has recovered faster than 
anyone expected. 
"It doesn't surprise me," Kidd said. "Tim's 
that type of kid" 
H GOLF: Eastern placed 12th out of 21 teams in the 
Marshall Invitational at the Guyan Country Club in 
Huntington, W.Va., in competition Friday and Saturday. 
Eastern fired 911 over 54 holes, falling 36 holes down 
from eventual tournament winner Kent State. Eastern 
scored 306 in the first two sets of 18 holes before closing 
strong with a 299 over the final 18 holes. 
Clay Hemrich was the top finisher for the Colonels 
netting a 224 on the course. Dean Marks followed five holes 
behind with a 229 and Andy Plummer came in shooting a 
232. Kevin Hubregate and Mike Cahill closed out the 
Eastern squad with scores of 234 and 236, respectively. 
These scores came in comparison to the individual 
leader, Dave Moreland of Kent State, who punched out a 
213 in the event. Three other finishers knocked out 215 
scores over the 54 holes. 
■ MEN'S BASKETBALL: Eastern Coach 
Mike Pollio announced the signing of another recruit 
Wednesday. Toi Bell announced his intention to play for the 
Colonels after a two-year career in junior college. 
Bell comes to Eastern after averaging 15 points and 10 
rebounds per game for Belleville Area Community College 
in Belleville, III. The 6-foot-6,205-pound forward, has two 
years of eligibility remaining and is expected to be an 
important cog in the effort to improve the Colonel frontline. 
Eastern lost leading scorer Mike Davis from last year's 
frontline. 
Other signees expected to be join the squad next season 
include: Artando Johnson, John Allen and Bell. 
H   VOLLEYBALL: Eastern took top honors at the 
Richmond Open in the team's last competition for the 
season. 
The lady Colonels placed first in the event with "the Old 
Timers" placing second in the tournament. The Old Timers" 
are a team of alumni and area coaches which played 
Eastern to a third match tie-breaker. Eastern defeated the 
Old Timers* 15-8 before losing the second match 10-15. 
Eastern gained the victory with a 15-6 score in the tie- 
breaker. 
Eastern knocked off third place finisher, East Tennessee 
State. 15-2 and 15-12. The lady Colonels also defeated 
defending NAIA national qualifier Midway, 15-1 and 15-5. 
The lady Colonels hit .440 in their best hitting effort 
against East Tennessee and .323 in the second. Trisha Butt 
led with a .625 mark for the match. 
■ QUOTE OF THE WEEK: speaking 
before an audience in Lexington, sportswriter Dave Kindred 
touched on the subject of Rick Pitino's hiring as head 
basketball coach at the University of Kentucky. Kindred is a 
writer for the new sports daily "The National" and former 
sportswriter for the Louisville Courier-Journal. 
"But lor $800,000 he could have got 
Adolph back." 
mm 
This is no time to worry about 
how you're going to get your stuff home 
The good news is there is life after 
finals. And we can make it a little easier. 
At Ryder, we can rent you any size van 
or truck you need. Vans that are fun to 
drive (Fun ... what's that?) Many are 
automatics with power steering, air 
conditioning, and AM/FM radio. 
We can also help with boxes, hand 
trucks, even tips on loading a truck, 
which could take a load off your mind. 
Whatever^ left of it! 
■TOW1" 
We're there at every turn.- 
For a special student discount 
call our reservation center at 
623-5581. 
tr 
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Colonels' clutch hitting helps team keep winning 
Eastern splits two with Xavier ^^KV^H ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^cx^^m t r lit  t  it i r, 
takes three from Tenn. Tech 
By Jeremy D. Bonfiglio 
Staff writer 
As unpredictable as Kentucky's 
weather in April, the game of baseball 
seems to have its share of unexpected 
turns. However the thunder that Xavier 
University of Ohio and Tennessee 
Tech heard was not coming from the 
sky. but from the Colonels. 
Eastern racked up 49 hits in only 
five games as it split a doubleheader 
with Xavier Thursday and swept a 
three-game series against Tech over 
the weekend. 
"We really need to play better to 
be a championship team but we were 
pleased that we were able to get those 
clutch hits." Coach Jim Ward said 
"The highlight against Xavier was 
DougSimpson'spitching," Ward said. 
Game 1: Eastern 14, Xavier 2 
The first two innings of play were 
calm and scoreless as Eastern hosted 
the visiting Musketeers.-However, the 
calm would not last long. 
Xavier scored in the top of the 
third inning to take a brief 1-0 lead 
providing the incentive the Colonels 
needed to pick up the pace. 
The Colonels scored eight runs in 
the bottom half of the inning. Xavier 
added another run to its total in the 
fourth. Eastern ended its scoring exhi- 
bition in the sixth inning adding five 
more runs to the score. 
Brad McDaniels led the way for 
Eastern by hitting three RBIs with 
Robbie McCune and Stancil Morse 
both contributing with two. 
Doug Simpson was the winning 
pitcher with nine strikeouts. He al- 
lowed only three hits in seven innings 
of play. 
Game 2: Xavier 10. Eastern 5 
In the second game of the day, the 
visiting Musketeers started early and 
never let up. Pat Smith and Matt Grif- 
fen both had three RBIs to lead Xavier 
in its winning effort 
Xavier shot out to a S-0 lead in the 
first inning and never looked back 
Although Eastern fought back to a 
one-run deficit in the fifth. Xavier 
would not let up. Xavier added four 
more runs in the sixth to put the game 
just out of reach. 
Brian Burdasz recorded the win 
for Xavier with Tim Ferguson taking 
the loss. 
Game 3: Eastern 7, Tennessee 
Tech 6 
Friday the Colonels hosted Ten- 
nessee Tech and fought hard for a win. 
The game was tied at 1-1 until the 
sixth inning when Tech scored to make 
it 2-1 in its favor. 
The Colonels fought back in the 
bottom half of the inning making it 5- 
2 Eastern. Tech regained the lead, 
adding four runs in the seventh. The 
Colonels would not quit, scoring twice 
in the seventh to win the game 
Jay Johnson led the way with four 
RBIs for the Colonels. 
Game 4: Eastern 9, Ten 
Tech 8 
Photoby   MARK CORNELISON 
Freshman Stancil Mo ran awaits 
the throw, whils a Tsnnaaass 
Tech runner tries to outleg It. 
In the second game of the day, 
Tech jumped out to the early lead but 
rally was the Colonel motto on Fri- 
day. 
Eastern had a five-run inning in 
the fourth to take a 6-5 lead. It added 
two more in the fifth inning to make it 
8-5. Then Tech scored three runs to tie 
the game at 8-8. The Colonels added 
the final run to win in the sixth inning. 
McCune and John Lorms had two 
RBIs and Jerry Schoen had three. 
Teague was the winning pitcher with 
two innings of relief. 
Game 5: Eastern 3, Tennessee 
Tech 2 
The weather and the Colonels 
came alive in the sixth inning as the 
game was cut short on Saturday due to 
rain. 
Eastern was the first learn to get 
anything started by scoring in the sec- 
Phdobu   MARK CORNELISON 
Colonel sophomore outfielder Tad Speller reaches second base safely while Tail 
second baseman struggles to got a handle on the ball during a game played Friday. 
Tech's 
ond inning to lead Tech 1-0. 
Tech scored twice in the third in- 
ning to take the lead, but the Colonels 
had the weather on their side. Jay 
Johnson scored the winning run with 
his third RBI of the day. Then the rain 
came down and ended the game. 
Jason Schira was the winning 
pitcher and pitched all six innings. 
The Colonels will play on the road 
today against the University of Lou- 
isville. Over the weekend Eastern will 
travel across the state meet OVC rival 
Murray State in a three-game series. 
Tuesday the Colonels will continue 
the string of road games when they 
travel to Cincinnati to face the bear- 
cats. Ward's team will finally return; 
home to Turkey Hughes Field Wed- 
nesday to face Nofttem Kentucky si 
3 p.m. | 
■ m 
AND AUTO SERVICE CENTERS' 
Oil, Lube, and Filter 
$1 1.90 
With Student I.D 
920 COMMERCIAL DR. 
RICHMOND, KV 40475 623-2800 
Taylor's Sporting Goods 
College Park Shopping Center 
Open Mon-Sat 9a.m.-7p.m.  623-9517 
Your trophy & plaque headquarters 
Next day service 
on In stock plaques & trophies 
Maste-Ham See us for all of your 
softball ft baseball supplies 
Such as: 
Nike ■ Pony ■ Mizuno ■ Louisville Slugger 
FORBIDDEN FORTUNE 
$30,000.00 PER MONTH EVERY MONTH! 
"UNIQUE" 
ye. w )eta ■* ta • tttfaty 
.SM.eM.M per month, 
every month. I GUARANTEE ITII (SMTfet 
O3.0SPillage) I have laid out this plan in 
ireat detail in a Hep by nep manual thai even 
• child could follow. I know a 67 year old 
*oman ia Florida who purchased my manual 
and last month the made over $32,000.00 
You could be next! Last month I made 
$33,253.73 Just by working 12 noun per 
*tak. This month I expect to earn over 
$35,000.00 and lake a 3 week vacation in 
Hawaii. Thai program has never been offered 
before and I will not offer it again You 
cannot afford to pan up this opportunity. 
Tah mnlagiBMi noney-makins method it 
■ demand everywhere, yet few people even 
know it aim. Within 30 days you can be 
enjoying IJMIta a month, every Bees*. 
Don't Eary me Jeaa met 
Imagine, never again having to worry 
about your financial status Imagine 
purchasing that special borne for your famuy 
or driving a Brand New Mercedes. All Out 
»»d much more are now possible for you to 
•thieve, with my mtyto-foOo* Deluxe 
^ogratm. When you order my Deluxe 
Regrets today. I will offer you FBEE, 
ualinuied, latajinnar consultation. Included 
•* my manual ia my unpublished phone 
number for your pertonel use Call anytime 
and I win be happy to help you with any 
,wpro*rm*i months ago and I mrwmmkt 
\Zn money in I month thmn 1 aW a* aw 
/far. nmm *° ■■* f* 'av tmy'" 
optnit program. 
M.L. SterUng, Vm. mil3iI******"** 
a program to toty lo optnit at yours. 
BtUevtmtllttvtieiu/ormimtroiasocmMtd 
get rich tchtma. Nor* of Ihtm worked and 
thty just cotl mt monty. I started your 
potramjorkss than 110.00 and I now tarn 
over S24.000.00 per month. Thank-you to 
much. 
TAKE THE S25.M CHALLENGE 
I am aboui to offer what no one eh« can! 
Order my Secret Mcasey-Making System 
Today and if you are not making at least 
$30,000.00 following my lyMcta. tend it back 
for a full refund. PLUS. I will tend you an 
igaHlirr' S25.eS (Imply for trying my 
program. Yen have natl—m J^rtta, t. g»l. Either you n»ke 
SJt.gW.*• of I pay you ***■•»for i*"' "Y"* 
my program. Suppliet are toiled J wUl 
honor orders only until my supply bat run 
out If I receive your order after I have run 
out of manualt I will aimply return your 
order with my Regrets You Must Order 
Today To Ensure Your Copy Of My Secret 
Money-Making Program. 
roc 
, NV U«U 
N.,  that  a. •a wHh 
It it 
reitraCTi7LBOAX and dot* not require] 
• special talent or long hourt.  Ift very, 
and  uniquely   ilailgniri   for each. 
thai uses It. There is no    face to face", 
or large let i asunini required. 
NO INVESTMENT NECESSARY j 
ltUrtadmyr*ogramforunder$l5 00and 
you can do the taac. It's as valid now as it 
«•» 2 years ago. la fact, with the trend of the 
Ne*i«Uecononrytodsy.nT,r*ogram»even 
•ore of a success 
PROOF 
K.C. Haastta, Tx. Me 0Its I wot worU*tl\ 
jot* and ju,, barely gemng by latgtm-**n\ 
-* 
Renl,    CkswRoa 
I'd be wary aw so try yaw system. I 
undmteed If I doa'i start tanking J30.000 per 
in* I CM -are yow Man-, for a full 
aS pan an addWoaal US.00 for ym wring 
ylLTjSumt Moaey-Makiag System. On tent 
pans here it aw $12.00 
Addrits 
Oty   
.»- 
$2.00   SO 
of row oactaf 










Dynamic Selection of Speakers 
All Sizes, Cabinets, and Bazookas 
Repair on most brands of car and home stereo 
COUPON    COUPON    COUPON 
Precision Cuts by William 
—SPRING SPECIALS- 
*Retf. $10 cuts - $8 w/FREE blowdry 
•Reg. $35 to $40 Perms - $30 
Price Includes Cut 8t Style 
624-0088 for appointments 
'Walk-ins are Always Welcome' 
NEXUS Products available 
Prices Good Thru May SO. 1990 
Open M-F Sam to 9pm 
Located behind Plasa Hut 
COUPON    COUPON    COUPON 
Hyundai 286 With 
40mb Hard Drive & 
VGA Color Monitor 
Save Over $1200 Off Retail 
ONLY $1595 
Greek Greek Greek 
Price Offered To Full Time 
Faculty & Students Only. 
Ask For Educational Sales Rep 
LeXinQtOn 2909 Richmond Rd 
Lakeview Plaza 
Computer   ™-7329 
Store 
Greek 
Crests, Symbols. Letters, ft Paddles 
'Special Orders" - Custom 





Peggy's gifts & Craft 




Greek Greek Greek 
Bring this coupon to receive one 
FREE wash or 5 lbs. FREE dropoffll* 
W   \ I I   II    I    \ 
0        U AMI   I   \ I   l-"i 
\\ll>       .   \M      I'M 
> FREE Wash at Mothers 
| or S lbs. FREE drop off 
Name- 
I   i   u \Mr 
1 





•12 lb. minimum on drop off 
5/1/90 
I 8boppere Vlllaf e 
Eastern By Pass 
I       623-5014 
TIME FOR A 
If know Us a busy time for you - Time 
10 celebrate, time to reflect. But its also 
time to look to the future. 
Kinko's can help you prepare for your 
future. Vie have a wide range of specialty 
papers and matching envelopes to give your 
resume the professional look it deserves. 
Come bv and see us today There's no 
time like the present. 
MMfP* 
Fax • 623-0588 
624-0237 







11 *aat Return, Typeset 
• 2S Ceaits onto Rewtee Stock 
• 25 Mswati Biana Sheet* 
itsr ea.« '«»ni 
• 2S Matcn.ng Eflvettpe* 
vm. omsi nam pea 
si 995 
G ood now 
thru AprH 30 
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New signee Allen adds potent 
scoring game to Pollio's offense 
Up, Up and... **,«.,*«<»* MIKE MORRIS 
Kathy Murray, who Just completed her ellgllbllty with the 
Colonel volleyball team, sets the ball for her "Old Timer" team. 
By Clint Riley 
Sports editor 
Despite averaging 27 points and 
12 rebounds his senior season, Cum- 
berland County High School senior 
John Allen realizes things will be a 
bit different next season when he 
suits up in a Colonel basketball uni- 
form. 
Allen, a 6-foot-6-inch. 215- 
pound forward, signed a national 
letter-of-intent last week to play at 
the small forward position for East- 
em head basketball coach Mike 
Pollio's Colonels next season. 
"Next year, I'll have to play with 
14 or 1S players who are just as good 
as me." Allen said. "Coach Pollio 
said with some hard work I could be 
a big pan of the program.'' 
Allen will be joined next season 
by freshman teammates Owensboro 
Apollo first- team All-stater Arlando 
Johnson, a 5-foot-11-inch point guard 
who was named to the 1990 All- 
State Tournament team, and 6-foot- 
7-inch forward Ken Riley, who 
helped lead his Detroit Southwest- 
ern team to the Michigan Class A 
championship and a fourth place 
ranking in the USA Today Top 25 
66 99 We ve got him for four years. Down the road he'll be a good one. 
—Mike Porno 
t icuuuii ui UK ujn  iuu   l i 
I 
Women shoot for top spot in OVC 
poll. 
But for now, Allen, who has al- 
ready passed all his Proposition 48 
requirements, is currently working 
his way through the final seven weeks 
of high school. Even though his high 
school basketball career is com- 
pleted, after his stint in the class- 
room is over, Allen ties his sneakers 
and heads for the track. 
Besides being named to the All- 
Fourth Region team, Allen is listed 
as the third best 110 hurdler in the 
state up to this point in the season. 
His quickness is one of many 
weapons Allen will bring to 
Richmond. 
" I think he has a lot of the tools to 
be a good college player," Pollio 
said. HecitedAllen'squickness, size 
and shooting ability as his biggest 
assets. The senior also has a 34-inch 
vertical leap. 
Allen sees his basketball talents 
pretty much as Pollio views them. 
"I'm a pretty good shooter from 
inside 20 feet My ball handling needs 
some work. And I'm pretty decent 
inside since I had to play inside a lot 
this year." 
One concern Pollio does have 
about Allen's game at the college 
level is his defense. 
"Defense is the key of how he 
comes along," Pollio said. But "as a 
coach when you get a player who 
scores 27 points, you don't want 
them to play a whole lot of defense, 
because you'll get them in foul 
trouble." 
Allen said the coach shouldn't 
worry too much about his defense— 
he's on it 
"There aren't many players in 
high school who are 6- foot-6-inches, 
so I could just sit back and wait to 
block their shots," Allen said. "My 
lazy defense is something I have to 
work on. 
"I won't have any problem with 
my defense. I've already started 
working on it" 
To work on his defensive game 
Allen has been working out with his 
cousin who played college basket- 
ball in Mississippi. 
One thing which has not helped 
Allen's defensive game is playing 
under three different head coaches 
and styles in high school. 
From a slow-down zone offense 
his freshman year to an up-tempo 
game his sophomore and junior sea- 
sons to a running offense with man- 
to-man defense last season. 
Allen said he is expecting more 
stability from college. A promise 
from Pollio and the student-to-teacher 
ratio are the reasons Allen chose 
Eastern's offer over Morehead and 
Murray. 
"We've got him for four years," 
Pollio said. "Down the road he'll be 
a good one." 
By Tom Marshall 
Assistant sports editor 
Expectations are high as Eastern 
heads into what is presumed to be a 
hotly contested Ohio Valley Confer- 
ence tennis tournament April 20-21 in 
Richmond. 
"We'll finish in the top three," 
Coach Sandy Martin said. "Middle is 
the strongest We' ve beaten every team 
in the conference except Middle." 
Eastern hoped to close the regular 
season with a strong showing, but the 
University of Louisville saw to it that 
Eastern received a pre-tournament 
scare. 
Louisville played impressively 
winning the dual-match by a 6-3 mar- 
gin as Eastern injuries, along with 
Louisville's strong play nixed the pos- 
sible victory for the lady Colonels. 
Eastern's top three seeds fell in 
competition as Heidi Kallestad and 
Samantha Roll came through with wins 
from the No. 4 and 5 positions. 
Doubles play between the two 
schools was virtually even as Eastern 
took a victory from the No. 1 slot as 
Joanne Dilanni and Tina Cate defeated 
Julie Abel and Michelle Dyer by scores 
of 6-4 and 6-1. No 2 seeds Kallestad 
and Kerri Barnett slipped in a tie- 
breaker to Louisville's seeds, 3-6,6-4 
and 6-3. 
Eastern was hampered by injuries 
in the game against Louisville as Bar- 
nett went down to a knee injury in 
singles play from the No. 3 seed and 
No. 4 seed Tina Perruzi was forced to 
sit out the dual-match due to an in jury. 
Carolyn Short filled in at No. 6 in 
singles play and picked up slack by 
playing with Roll at the No. 3 doubles 
spot 
Despite losing, Martin was 
pleased with her squads efforts. 
"Wemade our ad vantages," Mar- 
tin said. "They made the winner." 
Eastern trouncedOVCrival More- 
head Stale last Tuesday by a 7-2 mark 
in a day that saw No. 1 seed Dilanni 
struggle throughout 
The only losses for Eastern came 
when Dilanni lost a singles match 
with Ruth Chariton and later faltered 
in doubles play as the Dilanni-Cate 
combination dropped the top-seeded 
doubles match to Morehead. 
With the win, Martin still ex- 
pressed concerns over the team'splay. 
Tuesday's dual-match with the 
University of Cincinnati was rained 
out leaving only the OVC tournament 
this weekend to close the tennis sea- 
son. 
Tournament play will begin on 
Friday and Saturday momingsat8:30. 
Dogwood Relays prove to be walk 
in the park for Colonel relayers 
By Ted Schulte 
Staff writer 
The university men's track team 
came away with a strong showing at 
the Dogwood Relays in Knoxville, 
Tenn., last weekend as all four relay 
teams placed in the lop six in the 
meet 
The most impressive perform- 
ance came from the 1600-meter re- 
lay team. Andrew Page. Sieve Zim- 
mer, Larry Hart and Ed Lartey com- 
bined to finish third in a season-best 
3:10.85. 
The 800-meter relay team of 
Page. Hart, Zimmer and Rodney 
Smith placed fourth in 1:25.14. The 
400-meter relay team of Reggie 
Cooper, Zimmer, Hart and Smith 
placed fifth in 41.14. 
"That's really a good time for 
these guys because they passed the 
baton perfectly," head coach Rick 
Erdmann said of his 400-meter re- 
lay team. "We weren't real surprised 
they ran that well. They're very 
competitive, and I thought they ran 
extremely well." 
The Colonels also had a pair of 
sixth-place finishes. The sprint med- 
ley relay team of Zimmer, 200m; 
Han, 200m; Page, 400m; and Matt 
Lipp, 800m; finished in 3:26.30. 
Shawn Pawsat also placed sixth with 
a time of 15 minuses in the open 
5,000-meter run. 
"The four sprint relays we en- 
tered, we placed in the top six in all of 
them," Erdmann said. The men's 
performances were pretty good. They 
just continue to perform very well at 
a very high level." 
The women's performance was 
highlighted by Tama Clare's fifth- 
place finish in the 3,000-meter run in 
9:55. The 1,600-meter relay team of 
Tasha Whited, Tamiko Powell, Ali- 
con Barney and Michelle Westbrook 
also placed fifth in 3:45.64. 
They messed up a little bit on 
not getting out on the exchanges," 
women's coach Tim Moore said. 
They should have ran a tot better, 
but they got sixth which is a pretty 
good accomplishment" 
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